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Dear Alumni and Friends: 
Excellence in teaching is more than a tradition at Stonehill, it is a commit­
ment. A commitment renewed by faculty with each preparation ofa lecture, with 
each classroom discussion, and through the frequent opportunities to guide a 
student's development outside the classroom as advisor, mentor, and interested 
community member. 
The College's faculty, the arbiters ofa quality education, are the focus of this 
issue of the Stone hill Alumni Magazine. Ten ofStonehill's 11 7 full-time faculty 
members are featured on the following pages. Each makes a distinct and valued 
contribution to the Stonehill community and, as such, these highlighted faculty 
members are representative of the teacher-scholars who have been attracted to 
Stonehill's classrooms. We are pleased to profile Professors Carole Calo, Tom 
Gariepy, C.S.C., Patricia Sankus, Michael Coogan, Katie Conboy, Ted J ula, Jim 
Kenneally, Toni-Lee Capossela, Xuej ian Yu, and Maura Tyrrell. Academic Dean 
Louis Manzo, C.S.C. opens the issue with a commentary about the teaching 
profession. More on the achievements of these and other Stonehill faculty can 
be found on pages 16 and 17 in the Faculty Notes and Bookshelf sections. 
You will recognize in these profiles themes familiar to your undergraduate 
experience - the influence of faculty who are committed and loyal to the 
institution and its mission, productive and dedicated to the enrichment of 
campus life in all of its di1nensions. ln a typical recent semester Stonehill's faculty 
offered some 240 different courses in 397 sections, enrolling an average of 23 
students per section. It is precisely this combination ofsmall class size, curricular 
diversity, and the support and attention of interested faculty that has featured 
prominently in Stonehill's success. 
Through this issue, alumni will be able to reacquaint with talented faculty 
who have taught at Stonehill for many years. You will also be pleased to learn that 
the tradition of excellence in teaching, research and service which is the legacy 
of our pioneer faculty, is continued through the work of 1nore recent arrivals to 
Stonehill's corps of teacher-scholars. It is a pleasure to present to you a glimpse 
of one of Stonehill's richest resources, its faculty. 
Sincerely, 
(Q' 
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Louis Manzo, C.S.C. , Academic Dean and 
member of the Department of Religious Studies 
at Stonehill, wrote the fallowing introduction to 
the ten faculty profiles on pages 3 through 12. 
An alumnus, Father Manzo is a member of the 
Class of 1962. 
I
n a recent book on the contemporary 
world, the noted American statesman 
and scholar, George Kennan points to 
the essenceofgood teaching. He says, simply 
and directly, that good teachers are those 
who love their subject, who love teaching, 
and who love their students. 
The following profiles ofStonehill fac­
ulty members clearly manifest these loves. 
Each professor's story is marked by a passion 
for one's discipline, an enthusiasm to share 
its insights, and a deep concern for those 
who come to learn. Their subject matter 
ranges from biology to the Bible, from 
women's history to models ofthe brain, from 
British literature to the art of communica­
tion, but the same loves shine through in 
every case. These Stonehill faculty members 
pursue diverse professional and academic 
interests, but with a common motivation 
and a shared goal. 
These fine teachers exemplify the 
Stonehillcommunity. Though professors are 
divided into many academic departments, 
all are joined by the love of learning and 
teaching. They are united in the common 
mission ofeducating Stonehill students and 
preparing them for liberated, productive, 
and rewarding lives. 
As you read these ten profiles, you will 
be discovering the heart of Stonehill. This 
group represents Stonehill faculty as a whole, 
about whom similar stories could be told. 
The list could be extended, but in every case 
one would find a love of learning, of teach­
ing, and of our students. 
It might be helpful to place these pro­
fessors in the context of the entire Stonehill 
faculty. This academic year 1993-94, we 
have 117 full-time teachers in the day divi­
sion and another 54 part-time faculty. All 
are well qualified, and notably, 93 ofourfull­
time faculty, or eighty percent, have doctor­
ates. These are clearly people who could 
have followed any path or chosen any pro­
fession, but who believe that no work is as 
rewarding as teaching and serving in the 
classroom. 
Of course, Stonehill is not just faculty. 
Ourstudent body is as much a resource as our 
faculty. In my twenty years as a faculty mem­
ber at the College, I have been constantly 
reminded ofhow blessed we are in the young 
men and wo1nen who come here to learn. 
These young people bring to Stonehill their 
hopes and aspirations. Furthermore, during 
their time at the College, they give us the 
opportunity to help them fulfill their dreams 
and goals. As is the case with all students, 
age. These are people who work in industry, 
or now have the opportunity to go to school 
because their children are raised, or who 
merely want the satisfaction of achieving a 
college degree. In any given semester there 
will be about a thousand people going to 
class on a part-time basis. Even though it 
takes these non-traditional students much 
longer than the typical four years to gradu­
ate, they approach their studies with at least 
as much dedication as the undergraduates in 
"Each professor's story is marked by a passion for 
one's discipline, an enthusiasm to share its 
insights, and a deep concern for 
those who come to learn.'' 
- Academic Dean Louis Manzo, C.S.C. 
they complain about having too much work, 
but they will always do whatever is asked of 
them. And they daily give the lie to stories 
that young people today are selfish and ma­
terialistic. Their career plans and their vol­
unteer activities show an admirable 
awareness of their social responsibilities, not 
to mention a commitment to fulfilling those 
obligations. 
I should also note that Stonehill has a 
thriving Evening Division program estab­
lished in 1959. Today, this program is popu­
lated mostly by non-traditional students, 
that is to say, those above the usual college 
the day division. And they surely treasure 
their education to the same degree. 
Stonehill's service to them is as significant as 
that which we provide to our traditional 
student population. 
Stonehill is thus a place where faculty 
and students work hard, inspired by the 
common dedication to teaching and learn­
ing. The faculty profiles presented here will 
give you a solid sense of the faculty's part in 
this important enterprise. I hope that you 
feel that you, alumni and friends, are sharing 
in our common life here at Stonehill as you 
read them. 
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arole G. Calo, Assistant Professor 
of Art History, became the first 
full--time art historian to join the 
Stonehill faculty in 1992. Since then, Pro-­
fessor Calo, who is also Director of the Fine 
Arts Program, has beenexpanding the course 
offerings for more and more students inter-­
ested in studying fine arts. 
Thispast fall, Professor Calo announced 
the establishment of an art history minor 
within the fine arts program. Her goals in-­
elude building a more extensive curriculum 
which will be appealing to students and 
relevant to their interests. So far, available 
courses include History of Art, Masters of 
the Renaissance, Nineteenth Century Art: 
Neoclassicism to Post, Impressionism, Mod-­
ern Art, ArtsofAfrica and Asia, andWomen 
in Art. Professor Calo is enthusiastic about 
the prospect of introducing even more offer-­
ings as well as additional courses in upper 
level seminars. 
"My mission at Stonehill is to really 
turn people on to the arts. There is a lot of 
interest in the arts here at Stonehill. I find 
out about talented students all the time who 
want to pursue fine arts courses. While among 
some students there is genuine interest, oth-­
ers don't know as much about the arts. Once 
they are exposed to the fine arts their inter-­
est is sparked," says Professor Calo. 
An accomplished scholar, Professor 
Calo recently published a book, Writings 
About Art, an anthology of readings in art 
history. She holds her bachelor of fine arts 
and doctoral degrees from Boston Univer-­
sity, and h er master of fine arts degree from 
Tufts University. After earning her doctor-­
ate in art history with a concentration in 
19th and 20th century art, she taught prima-­
rily at schools with established fine arts de-­
partments: Boston University, University of 
Massachusetts/Boston, and Wheaton Col-­
lege. She relishes the task before her of 
building a fine arts program at Stonehill. 
"The fine arts program at Stonehill has 
been underemphasized. It is exciting that 
now there is a commitment from the admin-­
istration to develop this discipline. That 
means offering additional courses in music, 
studio arts and art history, and developing 
different programs and activities that will 
satisfy student interest," says Professor Calo. 
Professor Calo carries her energy into 
the classroom and on the field trips to Bos-­
ton art museums where she takes her classes 
twice each semester. She says that an impor-­
tant part ofthe learning process is seeing the 
actual artwork. In the fall semester, she took 
her students to the Museum of Modern Art 
in New York City. Professor Calo says it is 
most gratifying to witness student reaction 
at seeing original works by artists studied in 
class. 
"The students were amazed to think 
that they had just studied these works in 
their modern art class and were then looking 
at the actual paintings and sculptures. It was 
exciting because they could understand the 
work and found it meaningful. Many of 
them brought friends who had not taken the 
course and they explained the works to their 
friends. I am happy to see that their newly 
acquired knowledge enhances their enjoy-­
ment of the art," she says. 
Professor Calo knows that a full cur-­
riculum and a large student base of fine arts 
scholars cannot be accomplished overnight. 
In addition to academic considerations, fa, 
cilities to accommodate studio space, gallery 
space, more photography equipment, and 
areas for music and dance lessons are on h er 
wish list for the future. She also points out 
that it is critical to design the curriculum so 
that it specifically complements Stonehill's 
liberal arts curriculum. 
"Knowing who your students are is im-­
portant when you are developing a program. 
Our students are not art majors. I am rede-­
signing the survey course so that it is more 
relevant to students. I will be working to 
develop courses thatwill interface withother 
disciplines, such as art and psychology, or 
the business aspects of art. In that way, 
students who are majoring in those areas 
might be interested in learning about the 
interrelationship between their major and 
art," says Professor Calo. 
As the fine arts program is being <level-­
oped, Professor Calo keeps students inter-­
ested and involved in the arts through 
innovative programming. With Dean of 
Students, Louis Saltrelli, Professor Calo has 
organized a Visiting Artists Program oncam-­
pus. Five one--day exhibitions, including a 
presentation by each artist, are currently 
being offered. The exhibitions are held at a 
campus location such as the Dining Com-­
mons which the largest number of students 
usually frequent during the day. Students 
have easy access and, therefore, may be more 
apt to stop by an exhibition and h ave an 
opportunity to speak to the artist. Artists 
who havealready participated includesculp-­
tor Arthur Ganson, fiber artist Lori Schill, 
and African--American photographer, 
Hakim Raquib. 
In response to student interest in tak-­
ing both photography and music courses, 
Professor Calo has arranged for workshops in 
both areas to be held on campus. She says 
that as long as there is sufficient interest in 
certain arts disciplines that have not yet 
been scheduled in the curriculum, she will 
always try to offer extracurricular opportuni-­
ties. 
In addition to scholarly research, Pro-­
f essor Calo keeps on top of h er field by 
writing and publishing art reviews in publi-­
cations such as Art New England and at-­
tending art exhibitions. She is now working 
with other Fine Arts faculty members to 
organize a Fine Arts Festival for March, 
which will include student artwork, dance 
showcases, and musical performances. 
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n his Models of the Brain course, Father 
Thotnas Gariepy, C.S.C., Associate Pro 
fes or ofHistory and Philosophy ofSci, 
ence, shows his students Der Golem, a Ger, 
tnan horror movie from the l 920s. A classic 
exatnpleofearlyGermancinema, Der Golem 
tells the story of a clay statue that is infused 
with life. For a contemporary student audi, 
ence, however, the movie offers something 
other than entertainment from another era. 
As the clay statue evolves first into a human 
and then into a monster, Der Golem depicts 
the way in which Weimar Germany, one of 
the most advanced societies ofthe early 20th 
century, explored the workings of the hu, 
man mind. The movie reflects the fears and 
hopes of a society coming to grips with the 
dominance of machines and technology. 
Furthermore, it reflects the theme ofthe age, 
old human temptation to create life out of 
matter. 
From these historical and philosophi, 
cal insights, Father Gariepy hopes that his 
students will come to appreciate the many 
different ways in which scientific knowledge 
has been perceived by past cultures. He 
wants students to understand the mutual 
influences of science and society. 
"All too often, students treat science as 
a given. They think it is carved in stone and 
unalterable, like the Ten Commandments. I 
show them that our understanding of sci, 
ence is changing all the time. I try to go 
beyond the facts and explain the interaction 
of science within a broader social setting," 
Father Gariepy said as he headed to the 
Goethe Institute in Boston to borrow a copy 
of Der Golem last semester. 
A Stonehill alumnus, Class of 1970, 
Father Gariepy joined the faculty in 1985 
after many years at Yale University, where 
he served as Dean of Saybrook College and 
taught at Yale College. A History major 
while at Stonehill, Father Gariepy holds two 
master's degrees from the UniversityofNotre 
Dame - one in Theology and the other in 
the History and Philosophy of Science. He 
received his doctorate in the History ofSci, 
ence and Medicine from Yale University. 
In addition to Models of the Brain, 
Father Gariepy teaches survey courses in the 
history of medicine that are part of the 
"Scientific Inquiry" component of 
Stonehill's General Studies program. He is 
known as a professor who works hard to 
involve, engage and challenge his students. 
Like other teachers of the sciences, how, 
ever, Father Gariepy finds that many stu, 
dents have anexaggerated fear ofthesubject. 
Wendy Fardig, '91, recalls being appre, 
hensive about taking Models of the Brain; 
she also remembers that the class helped to 
lessen her distaste for science and credits 
Father Gariepy's approach as being central 
to her change of heart. "I dreaded taking 
Models of the Brain precisely because it was 
a science course and a required one at that. 
Yet, from the start, Father Gariepy conveyed 
anexcitement about his subject matter. Open 
and encouraging, he sparked our curiosity. 
Whether it was dissecting a sheep's brain on 
the basis ofa medieval level ofknowledge or 
reading Mary Shelley's Frankenstein as a re, 
flection on genetic engineering, he got us 
thinking," said Fardig. 
While Father Gariepy, who has lived in 
Cardinal O'Hara Hall for the past three 
years, takes pride in being able to expand 
young horizons, he is concerned that today's 
students limit themselves. Frequently, he 
finds that capable students are reluctant to 
excel inclass because it is not"cool" to do so. 
Yet, from living on campus and meeting 
students in a more informal setting than the 
classroom, he knows that they possess the 
ability to perform at a higher intellectual 
level. Indeed, he is struck by the level and 
quality of student performances when they 
are in formal classroom settings. 
"Sometimes I hear students in O'Hara 
analyzing a football game or I listen to them 
doing a show on the radio and I am im, 
pressed. They know their facts and they 
argue well. There is a passion behind these 
presentations which is often absent from the 
classroom. If this reluctance to 'excel' in 
class could be beaten, many students would 
leave Stonehill having come closer to fulfill, 
ing their academic potential," he explained. 
A Stonehill trustee from 1980 through 
1985, Father Gariepy would like to see the 
College working harder at pushing students 
to expand their intellectual horizons, even if 
it is painful for them at the time. "It's all too 
easy for students to live within a very small 
world and if we allow them to do so, then we 
are not doing our jobs," he said. 
Father Gariepy practices what he 
preaches. "I always encourage students to 
explore foreign cultures. Therefore, I de, 
cided to take part ofmy sabbatical in Europe 
learning a language. By accident, I also real, 
ized how great and useful it is to spend some 
time 'on the other side of the desk."' 
In 1992, he spent four months studying 
German in Berlin. From the first day, he 
liked the heady atmosphere of the newly, 
reunified city. Living with a German family, 
he immersed himself in Berlin's culture, his, 
tory and social life. For example, when 
350,000 Germans took to the streets on 
November 8, 1992 to condemn violence 
against foreigners, Father Gariepy marched 
with them. 
In addition to expanding his apprecia, 
tion for another culture, Father Gariepy's 
sabbatical was tied into his scholarship on 
the history of medicine. He took advantage 
of his time in Berlin to learn more about 
Robert Koch, a German scientist from the 
last century who - along with Louis Pasteur 
- was one of the founders of the germ theory 
ofdisease. On one occasion, he had a chance 
to use Koch's own desk and has wished since 
then that some of Koch's spirit would have 
rubbed off on him. 
Koch's work helped pave the way for 
the acceptance ofantiseptic surgery which is 
one ofFather Gariepy's areas ofresearch. In 
fact, his most recent article in the April, 
1994 issue of the Journal of the History of 
Medicine explored the "Introduction and 
Acceptance of Listerian Antiseptics in the 
U.S." He has three articles - profiles of 
leading figures from the history ofAmerican 
surgery - in the forthcoming publication 
American National Biography (N.Y., Oxford 
University Press). 
Since 1989, Father Gariepy has held 
the position of Book Review Editor at the 
Journal ofthe History ofMedicine. Despite the 
demands ofthe position, he enjoys his edito, 
rial responsibilities because they keep him 
up, to,date with the latest scholarship in his 
profession. "As the Book Review Editor, I 
have my finger on the pulse of what's hap, 
pening in the discipline and like having that 
edge," he said. 
A former Director of the History of 
Science program and a former Assistant 
Superior of the Holy Cross community at 
Stonehill, Father Gariepy also plays an ac, 
tive role in Stonehill's administrative life. In 
1992, he served as Chair of the Presidential 
Commission on Campus Culture and he 
currently serves asSecretaryofthe President's 
Committee on Governance. 
Father Gariepy's publication goal for 
1994 is to transform his article on the "Intro, 
duction and Acceptance of Listerian Anti, 
septics in the U.S." into a book. As he has 
done since he began living on campus in 
1990, Father Gariepy does most of his writ, 
ing in his room at O'Hara Hall. "Despite 
what some might think to the contrary, I 
have not found O'Hara incompatible with 
writing. WhenI sit at my desk in the evening, 
I am able to concentrate and I get a lot of 
work done," he said. 
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atricia H. Sankus, Associate Profes-­
sor of Theatre Arts and Director of 
the Theatre Arts Program, has been 
bringing theatre to student practitioners of 
the art and to local audiences since 1980. ln 
addition to teaching theatre history, acting, 
directing, and specialty courses, she has di-­
rected more than a dozen theatre produc-­
tions at Stonehill including The Diviners; 
Chekhov in Yalta; Equus; Rashomon; The 
Picture of Dorian Gray; The Contrast (a 
musical); andWhenYou Comin' Back Red 
Ryder. The much anticipated performances 
typically attract capacity audiences includ-­
ing the general public as well as members of 
the Stonehill community. 
Under Professor Sankus' direction this 
past fall, the Stonehill Theatre Company's 
performance ofMachinal, by American play-­
wright Sophie Treadwell, was selected to 
compete in the New England Regionals of 
the Kennedy Center American College 
Theatre Festival held in January in Ply-­
mouth, New Hampshire. This honor places 
the StonehillTheatre Company in the com-­
pany of the premier college theatre groups 
across the country who work to help educa-­
tional theatre growand to focus attentionon 
the exemplary work produced in college and 
university theatres. 
Professor Sankus believes that educa-­
tion is critical to the survival of the arts, as 
well as to the broadening ofstudents' minds 
and spirits. She is committed to preserving 
the arts through educating young people. 
"When I decided to teach, it was not 
because I thought about teaching perform--
ers but rather that the audience needed to be 
taught. The place to teach them is in the 
schools if they are to become appreciative of 
culture and the arts. I want to help build an 
audience for the work of the artist. As a 
director on the college level, I also strive to 
give the students a sense of themselves and 
the ability to express their own artistry. 
Equally important, I want them to under-­
stand what it is like to work in the arts, and 
therefore hope to make them better audi-­
ence members, more appreciative and sup-­
portive later in life. That's also why I work 
for Chamber Theatre Productions, a profes-­
sional theatre company whose goal is educa-­
tional theatre," explains Professor Sankus. 
Shecontinues, "Students and people in 
general either consider the arts something 
you have to go to because someone makes 
you or it is something very expensive. They 
often do not understand that the arts, the-­
atre in particular, is made for everyone. My 
greatest challenge is trying to excite general 
interest in the arts, and not just in popular 
mediums such as video, television or film." 
Professor Sankus is demanding in the 
classroom as well as in rehearsals for theatre 
productions. She says that her job is to help 
her students think for themselves, and to 
understand that creativity, the opening up 
of the imagination is important for them to 
experience if they are to develop artistically 
and personally. Her dedication to students 
and to achieving excellence are legendary 
on campus. 
"From the first day she set foot on 
campus, Patricia Sankus set thehighest stan--
<lards for Stonehill Theatre. She welcomes 
everyone interested in theatre. From every-­
one she expects complete commitment. She 
understands the immense contribution the-­
atre has to make to a student's education. 
She also understands the importance ofdo-­
ing very well whatever one does. The respect 
and affection students have for her is the 
surest measure of Professor Sankus' success 
with Stonehill Theatre," says Father Robert 
J. Kruse, C.S.C., Executive Vice President. 
A graduate of the University of New 
Hampshire with a degree in Theatre Arts 
and English Literature, Professor Sankus 
holds her master of arts degree in Theatre 
History and Dramatic Literature and doctor-­
ate in Theatre History from Tufts Univer-­
sity. She studied theatre and dance at the 
Yale University School of Drama· and 
Harvard University. Professor Sankus has 
taught in the Department of Drama and 
Speech at Northeastern University, and the 
Department of Visual and Performing Arts 
atClarkUniversity. Shepreviously served as 
DirectoroftheTufts University Magic Circle 
Children's Theatre. 
Since 1984, Professor Sankus has been 
the artistic director of Chamber Theatre 
Productions, a national touring company 
that brings classic works of fiction to the 
stage. Every year, thousands of high school 
and middle school students around the coun-­
try see more than 300 performances staged 
by Chamber Theatre. This professional ac-­
ti vity is an extension ofher interest in the-­
atre arts as an educational tool and in 
promoting students' involvement in the arts. 
For Professor Sankus, learning about 
the arts is central to a liberal arts education. 
"Of course, I would like to see a modern 
theatre facility here at Stonehill that would 
also house art classrooms and music rooms. 
But, I am not concerned with building a 
professional school on the Stonehill cam-­
pus. Within this small liberal arts campus, 
we should be able to provide the arts experi-­
ence as part ofthe student's cultural heritage 
if we are truly giving everyone a liberal arts 
education," she says. 
At the timeofpublicationofthe Alumni 
Magazine, Professor Sankus and her troupe 
are preparing for the Spring theatre produc-­
tion. For information about the theatre pro-­
duction, alumni, parents and friends may 




iblical scholar, Michael D. Coogan, 
Professor of Religious Studies, has 
devoted much ofthe last five years to 
co;editingThe Oxford Companion to the Bible 
( Oxford University Press, New York and 
London, 1993), an authoritative volume on 
the central book ofWestern culture. Work; 
ing with his colleague, Professor Bruce M. 
Metzger of the Princeton Theological Semi; 
nary, Coogan has produced a volume that 
has been lauded for being both scholarly and 
accessible. 
Coogan, who is a graduate ofFordham 
University, sees the Companion as a reflec; 
tion of his belief that scholars have an obli; 
gation to communicate with audiences 
beyond academia. "Most Americans accept 
the Bible as an authority, but many are 
unfamiliar with it. While the Companion is a 
scholarly publication, it is designed to give 
the ordinary reader an opportunity to better 
understand the Bible and its many influ; 
ences, in a variety of different lights," said 
Coogan, who holds his Ph.D. in Near East; 
ern Languages and Literatures from Harvard 
University. 
A widely regarded interpreter of the 
biblical world, Coogan has taught at 
Stonehill since 1985. He is a frequent con; 
tributor to scholarly journals and is the au; 
thor of Stories from Ancient Canaan. In 
highlighting the extraordinary impact that 
the Bible has on our culture, he points to the 
ways in which it is cited in the debates over 
abortion, capital punishment and homo; 
sexuality. Recalling that the Bible was once 
used to support slavery, he likes to make the 
point that the Bible does not speak with one 
voice and that it is subject to many interpre; 
tations. 
"Although the Bible has been treated 
as a single book for much of its history, it is 
in fact many books. It is an anthology of the 
literature of ancient Israel, and, for Chris; 
tians, it is an anthology of the literature of 
earliest Christianity as well. The Bible thus 
speaks with many voices. The Companion 
does not try to be unanimous, instead it 
presents the best scholars and the fullness of 
their reflections," he explained. 
The Companion, which contains 7 50 
entries by 250 scholars from some 20 na; 
tions, seeks to capture the variety of those 
different voices. This work, however, is much 
more than just a reference guide to the 
people, places, events, books, institutions 
and beliefs that have influenced the Bible. 
The Companion also explores the way in 
which the Bible has influenced literature, 
music, art and law. There are, for example, 
entries on "Freud and the Bible," "Medicine 
and the Bible," "African American Tradi; 
tions and the Bible," and "Feminism and the 
Bible" to name just a few. Controversial 
themes such as the Bible's relationship to 
homosexuality and abortion are also ex; 
plored. 
In addition to being one of the co; 
editors of the Companion, Coogan, who has 
taught at Harvard University and Wellesley 
College, is also a significant contributor to 
the volume. As befits a published scholar, he 
has more than 40 entries on subjects ranging 
from "Literacy in Ancient Israel" to "The 
Exodus" to "The Mercy of God." 
Coogan claims that he has been able to 
do more research and writing at Stonehill 
than anywhere else. "The College is sup; 
portive ofmy research and the level ofcolle; 
giality and openness here is second to none. 
The fact that we have a religious studies and 
not a theology department is significant be; 
cause it suggests a broader perspective. The 
members are di verse and they share a com; 
mon com1nitment to exploring different re; 
ligious traditions. Our role is not to pass on 
received doctrine but to pose questions and 
seek understanding," he said. 
At Stonehill, Coogan teaches Western 
Religious Traditions, Introduction to the 
Hebrew Bible/Old Testament, Introduction 
to the New Testament, and Archaeology 
and the Bible. In teaching the history, 
literature and languages ofearly religions, he 
finds that one of his biggest pedagogical 
challenges is the lack of intellectual prepara; 
tion on the part of students. "You would be 
surprised at the number of students who do 
not know who came first, Moses orJesus," he 
remarked. 
A subscriber to the Socratic dictum 
that the "unexamined life is not worth liv; 
ing," Coogan loves being in the classroom 
grappling with the issues that define the 
great religious traditions. According to his 
students, he is a dynamic and animated 
professor who brings his subject to life. 
Coogan appreciates Stonehill's scale 
which he feels facilitates both good teaching 
and sound scholarship. "Unlike the situa; 
tion at larger institutions, Stonehill faculty 
are not 'committeed' to death with adminis; 
trative matters, we are allowed the opportu; 
nity to devote more time to do good scholarly 
work," he said. 
As a scholar who specializes in examin; 
ing the big questions of life, death and mor; 
tality, Coogan regards himself as being very 
fortunate. "I have been able to devote myself 
to issues that are central to our existence 
while other people have to carve time out so 
that they can reflect on these all important 
matters," Coogan observed. 
The early reviews of The Oxford Com; 
panion to the Bible described the volume as 
"essential" and "invaluable." Furthermore, 
it has been featured on National Public 
Radio's "Morning Edition" and named as 
the Editors' Choice by the History Book Club 
Review. This positive media reaction intro; 
duced Coogan to the world ofpublicity and, 
in the process, his scholarly reputation has 
grown. Professor Michael D. Coogan is a 
biblical scholar of national repute. 
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ood teachers are good scholars. 
More than a philosophical state­
ment, this principle defines the 
professional commitment of Sheila "Katie" 
Conboy, Associate Professor ofEnglish. Dedi­
cated teacher/scholars are eager not only to 
perform well in the classroom, but to grow in 
knowledge of their subject matter and its 
relationship to other areas of inquiry. It is, 
Professor Conboy believes, the scholar's dis­
position that keeps the teacher's work with 
students vital and current. 
"There is a relationship between teach­
ing and scholarship. In my field, all kinds of 
things happen in literary scholarship that 
can alter one's views. If one is informed 
about the current scholarship in her area, 
then she is aware and can allow it to contrib­
ute to her teaching. Beyond just being in­
formed, being engaged in scholarship puts a 
teacher in the position of having to be open 
to discovery and to changing her mind. In 
the classroom, teachers should be open to 
change and be delighted when it happens," 
says Professor Conboy. 
A published scholar of many articles, 
conference papers, and book reviews, Pro­
fessor Conboy's expertise is in English litera­
ture. She holds her doctorate from the 
University of Notre Dame. She studied En­
glish during her undergraduate years at the 
University ofKansas. During her senior year 
abroad at the University ofExeter, England, 
Professor Conboy found herself in the com­
pany offellow students who were passionate 
about their subject and who shared ideas 
about the books they were reading. She 
began to change her utilitarian view of En­
glish and abandoned her plan to go to law 
school, opting to attend graduate school in 
English instead. While in graduate school 
she determined that she would pursue a 
teaching career in the field. 
"I realized that there was no other job I 
could imagine in which I would be so certain 
that, in some instances at least, I had con­
tributed to someone's transformation. I hoped 
I might also continue to undergo my own 
transformation. That is something that I am 
always interested in about teaching - I feel 
that I leave a classroom different than when 
I walked into it. I learn from the students and 
they learn from me. I often know that I won't 
teach a course the same way after I've taught 
it once, or that I'll never read a book in the 
same way, because a student points some­
thing out that emerges from his or her expe­
rience in reading it that forces me to look at 
the book differently each time I go back to it. 
So, again, it's the way that you remain open 
to change that I like best about teaching," 
says Professor Conboy. 
Professor Conboy's primary responsi­
bility at Stonehill is to teach British fiction. 
Since joining the faculty in 1987, she has 
taught approximately 17 different major 
courses and four different general studies 
courses. She has taught several courses that 
emphasize women's studies or feminist 
theory. Professor Conboy has enjoyed the 
opportunity at Stonehill to teach in her area 
of expertise immediately upon joining the 
faculty. At many larger institutions, she ex­
plains, professors would have to teach many 
othergeneral courses before teaching courses 
specific to their particular area ofstudy. Her 
repertoire includes courses onboth 18th and 
19th century British fiction, a course onThe 
Brontes, and a theory course on fiction as a 
genre. 
Professor Conboy encourages her own 
students to participate in the same sort of 
discussion and exchange ofideas that sparked 
her own deeper interest in the subject of 
English literature. "I think it is important to 
explore this field with candor. The fact that 
we preserve certain texts tells us something 
about what our own society thinks is impor­
tant and what earlier societies thought. En­
glish majors at Stonehill are very open to 
classroom discussion. I make it clear to them 
that I expect their full participation. My 
students, especially those in the upper-level 
classes, usually jump right in to talk about a 
topic," she says. 
Professor Conboy observes that some 
of the biggest challenges in the classroom 
involve the issue of diversity. 
"Students at Stonehill bring fairly simi­
lar backgrounds to the text we are reading. 
We still tend to have pretty good discus­
sions, but I feel the need to get them compar­
ing theoretical arguments for example, or I 
play the devil's advocate in order to get them 
to try to adopt a different perspective. I wish 
there were more diversity in the classroom, 
not just racial and ethnic diversity, but age 
diversity as well," she says. 
Professor Conboy has several scholarly 
projects in the works including an article 
entitled, "'Becoming silence': Eavan Boland' s 
Art of Gesture," which will be the "pilot 
project" for a longer study of gesture in 
Boland's work, and another article, "Life 
Drawing: Vampirism and the Female Artist 
in Margaret Atwood's Cat's Eye," which will 
become part of a book-length study of 
Atwood's representation ofthe female body. 
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arly in life, TedJula, Assistant Profes, 
sor of Business Administration, 
planned to teach at a small liberal arts 
college, but his path led him to some of the 
major research institutions inNew England. 
He completed his doctorate, conducted post, 
doctoral research in organometallic chemis, 
try, and for a time directed a large research 
group at the Massachusetts Institute ofTech, 
nology. At Northeastern University, he 
earned a master of business administration 
degree in marketing. As Assistant Professor 
ofChemistry at Boston College, he directed 
graduate student research, and taught ana, 
lyrical, inorganic and organometallic chem, 
istry as well as courses in environmental 
affairs. As Research Associate and Assistant 
to the Director of the Boston College Envi, 
ronmental Centerfor Public Affairs, he wrote 
and recorded over fifty public service an, 
nouncements on environmental topics for 
the Mutual Radio Network. 
Professor J ula received his undergradu, 
ate degree from Geneva College, a small 
church,related liberal arts college. Given 
his early intentions, it seems that Professor 
Jula's career came full circle in September of 
1989 when he returned to the college class, 
room, this time at Stonehill to teach in the 
business administration department, after 
seventeen years working at three major cor, 
porations: Ventron, Thiokol, and Polaroid. 
His science background and years of busi, 
ness experience enable him to return the 
favor that he feels got him started. Stonehill 
students are the beneficiaries of the diver, 
sion from his early plan. 
"When I went to college, we were very 
fortunate to be near an industrial area, Pitts, 
burgh. There was an upset there, a company 
closed and three or four of their prime re, 
searchers joined our chemistry faculty. Look, 
ing back, the reason I went into chemistry 
was the strength of those individuals who 
brought a fresh outlook from industry onto 
the campus. And that is what I hope to do 
here," says Professor Jula. 
While his appointment at Boston Col, 
lege was a prestigious one, it lacked one 
component important to Professor J ula , 
frequent contact with students. This led him 
to reconsider his career at Boston College. 
He decided to leave teaching temporarily 
and work in business with the idea ofreturn, 
ing to the classroom in the future. 
In 1972 he joined the Alfa Research 
Materials Division of Ventron Corporation 
as Senior Chemist. He recognized early on 
that if there was anybody in charge of the 
organization, it wasn't the scientists. 
"I looked around and ultimately dis, 
covered that if anyone was in charge, it was 
the marketing and sales department. We 
were all part of the Pentagon, but they were 
the Marine Corps. In time, I became more 
involved in customer service, technical sup, 
port sales, and I returned to school to earn 
my M.B.A. From there I moved more and 
more to the business side, into marketing, 
commercial development, technology as, 
sessment," says Professor J ula. Following 
Thiokol Corporation's acquisition of 
Ventron in 1976, he returned to the Alfa 
Products Group as Technical Manager to 
manage product development, technical 
marketing and manufacturing. 
In 1979, he joined Polaroid Corpora, 
tion as Senior Group Research Leader for 
commercial chemicals development. In 
1982, he was named Manager for Polaroid 
Commercial Chemical Development. In 
1987, Polaroid successfully defended itself 
against a hostile take,over attempt, and de, 
cided to sell the prosperous division which 
Professor Jula led. He found himself at a 
crossroads in his career. 
In 1989, he decided to return to teach, 
ing. With him he brought a strong philoso, 
phy that his role in the classroom is to 
practically and realistically prepare his stu, 
dents for their future. And he has harsh 
words for his fellow educators in science and 
business who do not adequately prepare stu, 
dents for the realities of the world which 
awaits them. 
"Stonehill' s Mission Statement says we 
are to prepare students for life in the 21st 
century , well, what is life in the 21st century 
going to be like? It certainly is going to be 
quite different from what it was in the past 
and yet, at times, students across the country 
are being prepared for the past. Academics 
by its very nature is compartmentalized. It 
tends to develop and evolve into some jar, 
gon and methodology. I read research papers 
in my field, science and business, and I 
laugh. Some of these people are so far out of 
touch. That's not advancing knowledge, it's 
meaningless. It is a valid concern for today's 
students to question the relevance of their 
education," he says. 
Professor Jula is convinced that 
Stonehill students will greatly benefit from 
their liberal arts education. His outlook for 
their future is optimistic. 
"The professional environment is 
clearly changing and the rate of change is 
accelerating. The increasing rate of change 
means that you have to adopt a defensive 
and responsive posture. Ifyou are looking at 
environmental miles, what's favored through 
change is a decentralized system, an adapt, 
able system, a flexible system. Who better to 
be adaptable and flexible ofuncertainty than 
a liberal arts graduate who has a wealth of 
skills that they can bring to bear , their 
knowledge in various areas," says Professor 
Jula. 
At Stonehill, Professor Jula teaches 
business marketing, international market, 
ing and sales management in the Depart, 
ment of Business Administration. Since 
1992, he has also served as the Department 
Administrative Coordinator. 
He is the author of eighteen publica, 
tions in chemical research, commercial de, 
velopment and marketing, which have been 
published in trade publications, professional 
journals, and books. He is a member of the 
American Marketing Association and the 
American Chemical Society. Professor J ula 
frequently speaks to groups and organiza, 
tions on topics related to science and busi, 
ness. 
In his leisure time, Professor J ula is a 
avid pilot with over 2,000 hours in his log-­
book. He serves as Director of both the 
Hanscom Airfield Pilots' Association and 
the Massachusetts Aviation Alliance. He is 
also a consultant and guest lecturer in the 
Entrepreneurial Training Program of the 
Southeastern Massachusetts Partnership, a 
program funded by the U.S. Department of 
Labor through the Massachusetts Industrial 
Services Program. 
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ames Kenneally, Professor of History 
and Director of the Joseph W. Martin, 
Jr. Institute, personifies a Stonehill tra-
dition of teaching excellence and dedica­
tion to the well-being of students. Since 
joining the faculty in 1958, he has been 
active as a teacher/scholar and participant 
in campus life. In addition, Professor 
Kenneally and his wife, Louise, who serves as 
College Archivist and Special Collections 
Librarian at the College, are the parents of 
two Stonehill alumni, Stephen '77 and Ann 
Puccetti '80. The Kenneallys consider the 
College's Chapel of Mary their parish. 
For the past twenty-five years, Profes­
sor Kenneally has worked to build and ex­
pand the Martin Collection. His efforts to 
assure that the significance ofthe collection 
be widely recognized contributed to the con­
struction ofthe Martin Institute. In 1989, he 
was named Director of the Institute, effec­
tively combining administrative duties with 
teaching responsibilities. As Director, Pro­
fessor Kenneally oversees the mission of the 
Martin Institute, a Congressionally man­
dated center for education, research, and 
public policy. 
Academically, Professor Kenneally has 
done extensive research and published in 
the areas of women's history and the labor 
movement. He is anauthority on the life and 
career of Joseph W. Martin, Jr., a two--term 
Speaker of the U.S. House of Representa-­
tives, who was a major figure in national and 
Republican party politics for well over twenty 
years, in whose honor the Martin Institute is 
named. 
Professor Kenneally is considered one 
of the top ten most influential Stonehill 
faculty members by alumni respondents to a 
recent Alumni Census. In reflecting upon 
Professor Kenneally's influence as a teacher/ 
scholar, alumni from across the decades 
fondly recalled his positive impact on their 
lives. They offered such comments as "dedi--
cation to education," "taught me to think 
and analyze what I read and to understand 
history," "gave me career and academic di­
rection," "taught me to be more open--minded 
and tolerant," and "intelligent presentation 
of history and concern for his students." 
WhenProfessor Kenneally began teach­
ing atStonehill, his classes totalled well over 
200 students each semester, which left little 
time for the type of individualized attention 
that he likes to offer. Today, however, he is 
happy to find himself in more enviable cir-­
cumstances. He is able to devote more time 
to students and avail himself ofthe resources 
which he feels help him to be a more effec-­
tive teacher. 
During his tenure at Stonehill, Profes­
sor Kenneally believes the most dramatic 
changes in the College are not the state--of-­
the art academic buildings, recreational fa-­
cilities, ~nd residence halls, but rather, the 
increased professionalism of the faculty and 
technological changes such as computers, 
photocopiers, and video cassette recorders, 
which have enhanced the quality of instruc-­
tion. 
"All the time I have been at Stonehill, 
the College has made a conscious effort to 
reduce class size and to provide support sys-­
terns and resources such as audio visual ser-­
vice equipment, better library facilities with 
interlibrary loan capabilities, student sup-­
port systems, and increased classroom space. 
Most significantly, over the years we have 
become more professional and this has con-­
tribu ted to better teaching," says Professor 
Kenneally. 
Professor Kenneally has always gone 
the extra mile for his students and continues 
to do so. In the classroom, he pushes students 
to expand their intellectual horizons. He 
expects them to give more than they think 
they can. As an educator, he motivates his 
students to think and write critically. These 
are skills which he believes will help them 
throughout their lives. 
· "The major objective ofa history course 
is to give students a sense ofperspective and 
the skills to think and write critically. If 
successful, students should have different 
interests in life when they graduate. They 
are going to read and think more, and be able 
to put things in perspective and see them 
long--range. I believe the study of history 
makes a person an optimist as well as a better 
citizen," says Professor Kenneally. 
As Director of the Martin Institute, 
Professor Kenneally is involved in assisting 
the College to better serve the Stonehill 
community as well as members of the sur-­
rounding communities. Since it opened, the 
Martin Institute has kept a full schedule of 
public events. Prominent guest speakers have 
included: former Watergate Special Pros-­
ecutor, Archibald Cox; former White House 
Press Secretary in the Reagan and Bush 
administrations, Marlin Fitzwater; environ-­
mentalist and community activist, Winona 
La Duke; political commentator and syndi-­
cated columnist, William F. Buckley; 
WHDH Boston radio personality, Janet 
Jeghelian; and civil rights activist, James 
Farmer. Daily, Professor Kenneally works 
with representatives of local school systems, 
religious groups, and civic organizations, 
among others, planning new and exciting 
programs at the Martin Institute. He often 
gives tours of the Martin Institute to mem-­
bers of the public, including historical asso-­
ciations and school groups from neighboring 
cJties and towns. In so doing, Professor 
Kerineall y opens the doors ofhistory to new 
generations of Americans. 
Professor Kenneally welcomes all in-­
terested students, alumni, parents, and friends 
of the College to Martin Institute events. 
For information about events, interested 
individuals may contact the Martin Insti-­
tute at (508) 230--1120. 
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oni-Lee Capossela, Assistant Pro­
fessor of Writing and Coordinator 
of the Writing Center at Stonehill 
cannot say enough about why writing is 
important. 
"Writing is very powerful. It's a tool for 
discovering your own ideas, for making your 
thinking more sophisticated, and for con­
veying to other people what it is that you 
want to get across to them. I see it as very 
individually important and socially impor­
tant. It is extremely important for teachers 
because, if used the right way, it is a wonder­
ful way of expanding students' ability to 
grasp material. I would say it is essential to 
the intellectual endeavor," says Professor 
Capossela. 
A published scholar, Professor 
Capossela recently edited the anthology, 
The Critical Thinking Workshop: Designing 
Writing Assignments To Foster Critical Think­
ing, published last winter by Boynton/Cook. 
An excellent communicator, she speaks as 
though her thoughts have been thoroughly 
edited andrefined. Herphilosophyon teach­
ing is equally clear. 
"I enjoy teaching. I feel that it is a way 
ofhelping people do things that maybe they 
would not be capable ofdoing on their own. 
One of my favorite definitions of teaching is 
Eileen Richards' description ofa perfect writ­
ing assignment as an 'assisted invitation. ' 
That encapsulates a lot of my ideas about 
what good teaching should be," says Profes­
sor Capossela. 
Professor Capossela received her doc­
torate and master of arts degree in English 
from Brandeis University, and her bachelor 
of arts degree in English from Boston Uni­
versity. She came to Stonehill from Boston 
University where she served as chairperson 
ofthe Division ofRhetoric in the College of 
Basic Studies. At Stonehill, Professor 
Capossela has taught: College Writing; Col­
lege Composition; Honors Practicum: 
Theory and Practice of Peer Tutoring in 
Writing; and Writing: Literacy and Power. 
Professor Capossela says that Stonehill 
students are willing to work hard on assign­
ments, hand in papers on time, and read 
assigned materials. She says that when stu­
dents are given the opportunity to revise a 
paper even after she has already given the1n 
a decent grade, they usually do the revision, 
working toward the better grade and fin­
ished product. 
Professor Capossela taught Writing: 
Literacy and Power for the first time this past 
fall. In the course, students tutor in the 
Brockton Public School system or the Adult 
Learning Center. Stonehill students may 
tutor students studying for their citizenship 
exam, enrolled in the English As a Second 
Language Program, and students who are 
preparing for their high school equivalency 
exam, among others. Professor Capossela 
says that she has always been interested in 
the liaison between public education and 
private colleges, which she finds a very ex­
citing partnership. 
Professor Capossela also directs the 
Writing Center at Stonehill. After three 
years, the Center has developed into a re­
source for student writers which is staffed by 
trained peers. Approximately sixteen stu­
dent consultants are available fifty hours per 
week each se1nester to assist fellow students 
with writing assignments. 
To prepare to serve as a consultant in 
the Writing Center, students take the Col­
lege Composition course or a more advanced 
course, and the Honors Writing Practicum. 
The Practicum prepares students to work 
with writers while their writing is still in 
progress. They are required to write every 
week and hand in formal assignments. Pro­
fessor Capossela gives them rigorous critique 
about how they can improve their writing. 
The students also discuss their individual 
writing styles and how their understanding 
of themselves as writers can be used to help 
others. 
The students study scholarly journals 
about writing and writing theory because, 
Professor Capossela says, "I think they need 
a strong theoretical base to understand what 
they are doing. They work in the Writing 
Center for two hours a week as apprentices 
to an experienced consultant. I try to attract 
students from all majors so that we will have 
a broad understanding ofthe kinds ofwriting 
required by the different departments. We 
get a generous supply of assignments from 
professors across the disciplines and we get 
enormous support from the faculty. In re­
turn, we feel that what we are doing will be 
helpful to them. The papers that they get 
will be of a higher quality and students will 
be prouder of them." 
Each semester Professor Capossela vis­
its classes across the academic spectrum, 
touting the Writing Center. She aggres­
sively promotes the opportunities offered by 
the Center. She spends minimal time con­
sulting in the Center because she wants 
students to see a peer when they go there, 
not another teacher. 
"I think that I serve studentwriters best 
by being their liaison with peer consultants. 
In this capacity, I try to clarify what students 
can expect from a consulting session: careful 
attention to the aspect of their writing they 
are n1ost concerned with, whether it is gen­
erating a topic, clarifying a focus, checking 
assignment specifications, strengthening 
organization, or dealing withstructural prob­
lems," says Professor Capossela. 
Professor Capossela has high praises for 
the quality of services provided by students 
in the Writing Center, as well as the way 
they manage the Center. "The students are 
responsible. They care about the work they 
are doing and the integrity of the Writing 
Center as an available resource that is well­
managed. If they are not going to be able to 
make their shift, they get people to replace 
them. If a problem occurs, they trouble­
shoot. They are really proud of that. That's 
the kind of teaching I like- where I can 
share the authority. I like to get other people 
feeling that they help control what is going 
on, and contribute to it. I think Stonehill 
students do particularly well in that kind of 
teaching situation," says Professor Capossela. 
"The biggest reward ofwhat I do is that 
students find that their writing improves. 
They become more confident writers. It's 
wonderful, it's different from teaching a se­
ries of facts or a body ofknowledge, because 
the students are going to use it forever in one 
way or another. That's great." 
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hen Xuejian Yu graduated from 
Shanghai University of lnter­
nationalStudies (former Shang­
hai Institute of Foreign Languages), in the 
spring of 1982 with a degree in International 
Studies, the Chinese government came call­
ing. A promising student with a facility for 
foreign languages, especially English, and an 
interest inforeign relations, the young gradu­
ate found himself "directed" by officials to 
the enviable position of editor/reporter for 
Radio Beijing, theoverseas broadcasting ser­
vice of the People's Republic of China. 
"In China, everything is planned, at 
least during the time when I was there, even 
your life," muses Yu, now Assistant Professor 
of Com1nunication and Theatre Arts at 
Stonehill. What government authorities 
could not control, nor even Xuejian Yu 
comprehend, was the liberating power ofthe 
educated mind in a global community. In 
Yu's case, early recognition of his talents -
first by his teachers and in subsequent years 
by his Radio Beijing employers - led to 
graduate study in the United States and, 
ulti1nately, to Stonehill's campus. 
Professor Yu (he prefers to be recog­
nized simply as "Yu") recalls his two years 
with Radio Beijing as "stimulating .... a won­
derful first professional experience. I was 
given such a variety ofassignments; although 
my major responsibilities as a reporter fo­
cused on domestic and foreign affairs, I was 
also assigned to host a weekly cooking show." 
The latterofthese assignments led in time to 
his translation into English of a popular 
book on Chinese cuisine. 
Irrespective ofhis daily charge, whether 
it was an interview with a visiting head of 
state like Margaret Thatcher or sharing the 
secrets of local fa1nily recipes with a world­
wide audience, Yu's talent and enthusiasm 
for reliably communicating "a good story" 
captured the attention of his Radio Beijing 
bosses, as well as his listeners. Xuejian Yu's 
studied preparation and "on-air" repertoire 
so impressed his superiors and the faculty of 
the renowned School of Journalism at the 
University of Missouri that he was selected 
at the age of twenty-six to receive the distin­
guished Edgar Snow Fellowship. 
"I began to explore facets ofthe fields of 
journalism and communication, such as con­
flict management and intercultural commu­
nications, which were new and quite 
fascinating to me. I knew that as my study for 
the master's degree at Missouri was nearing 
an end in 1986 my real education was just 
beginning. I was determined to continue my 
studies at the doctoral level." 
Radio Beijing and the Chinese govern­
ment had a different agenda in mind for Yu. 
Two years of advanced education overseas, 
they determined, was sufficient to hone the 
skills of one of their prized young broadcast 
journalists. Chinese officials made it clear to 
Yu that an ilnmediate return to his position 
was expected; in fact, "the politics of the 
situation made it impossible for me to enroll 
in the doctoral program at Missouri." Com­
mitted to pursuing further graduate study, he 
enrolled at the University of Kansas. "Al­
though my major area of concentration 
changed from journalism to communication 
in the transition from Missouri to Kansas, I 
was able to continue advanced work in in­
tercultural and organizational communica­
tion." 
Nearing the completion of his doctor­
ate, Yu and his wife decided to remain in the 
UnitedStates. Heresponded to an announce­
ment placed by Stonehill in a professional 
journal seeking candidates for a faculty posi­
tion in the Department ofCommunication. 
Professor Yu was invited to join Stonehill's 
faculty in the late spring of 1992, beginning 
his teaching career at the College the fol­
lowing September. 
Now in his second year at the College, 
Professor Yu seeks to bring to his students 
the same enthusiasm, intelligent analysis, 
and rich perspective which so impressed his 
mentors and broadcast audience. "In my 
Stonehill classroom, I cannot apply the way 
I was taught in China. It was 'one-way' 
learning. The professor lectured and the 
students listened. Stonehill's environment 
is different. It promotes the healthy ex­
change ofideas, ideas shared between teacher 
and student." 
"Especially in my field, the study of 
communication, the student-teacher inter­
action is vital. ..essential. I am excited when 
I work in the classroom with my students. 
The students know it...and more impor­
tantly, they know that I want them to get 
something significant from the (student­
teacher) exchange. Certainly, as a teacher, I 
get inspired by the interaction... and, I might 
say, I learn a lot from my students." 
"Intelligent... engaging ... fair ... tough" 
are the descriptors most frequently shared by 
students who have been in one of Professor 
Yu's classes, which include Business and 
Professional Communication, Organiza­
tional Communication, and Intercultural 
Communication. "I thoroughly enjoy the 
small classes and I strive to assure that my 
students will look back in the years to come 
and recognize that they have learned some­
thing meaningful from me. With this goal 
fixed, you have to motivate students. The 
result of this investment is often surprising 
to the students, but not to me." 
Now at home in the Stonehill commu­
nity, Professor Yu is embarking on several 
scholarly writing projects which will expand 
upon previous research and conference pre­
sentations in the areas of intercultural com­
munication, conflict management, and 
organizational communication. "Commit­
ment to scholarship can only benefit class­
room pursuits," he asserts. 
And what does a scholar with interests 
in intercultural communication and the 
management of diversity in organizational 
settings think of the efforts to promote di­
versity on Stonehill's campus? "It is," says 
Professor Yu, "one of the institution's great­
est challenges, a challenge which, ifhandled 
seriously, will benefit the entire commu­
nity." 
"It is interesting to hear about students 
who want to transfer to campuses that are 
already diverse, however that might be de­
fined. I look at things a bit differently in this 
regard. I believe that students committed to 
diversity should accept the challenge of 
changing a community for the better by 
investing their time and energy to assure a 
more pluralistic environment. It is a real 
challenge to change an organization. It is a 
delicate act, certainly one which requires 
h ard work." 
Xuej ian Yu draws upon the lessons 
learned from hard work, as well as the need 
to explore new avenues. Stonehill's students 
are the beneficiaries. 
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aura Geens Tyrrell, Associate Pro-­
fessor ofBiology, is keen on "crit-­
ters". A member of the biology 
department since 1975, Professor Tyrrell's 
interest instudying "critters," began inclasses 
taught by Father Francis}. Hurley, C.S.C. at 
Stonehill. 
"A friend who had enjoyed the first 
semester of Father Hurley's zoology course 
convinced me to enroll in the second half. I 
did, and that was the beginning ofmy inter-­
est in biology. There is a seductive quality 
about the life phenomena that pulls you in 
and keeps your interest. I would like to see 
students get infected with the same inter-­
est," says Professor Tyrrell. 
Today, Professor Tyrrell stirs similar 
interest among her students to study biology 
and pursue careers in the sciences. Evidence 
that her students hold her in high regard was 
demonstrated in 1991, when they nomi-­
nated her to receive The Louise F. Hegarty 
Award for Excellence in Teaching. The 
award, which is the highest teaching honor 
bestowed by the College, was presented to 
her at commencement ceremonies held in 
May of that year. The following comments 
are from some ofProfessor Tyrrell' s students. 
A member of the Class of 1991 com-­
mented that, "Professor Tyrrell is a unique 
instructor. The zest and enthusiasm she has 
for her work and subject matter is hard to 
contain and is very easily picked up by her 
students. I took Professor Tyrrell's "Marine 
Ecosystems" course. At first, I was apprehen-­
si ve and not very interested in the material. 
My interest in the environment and in ma-­
rine ecosystems peaked during the course 
and I now still find myself interested in the 
material.'' 
Another student, from the Class of 
1994 said, "Being involved with Professor 
Tyrrell's Biological Principles has made me 
more confident with my major, Biology. Her 
teaching method is effective, clear, and makes 
biology interesting. The material covered in 
class followed her planned schedule and 
effectively covered the basics of biology, 
which is the purpose of the course and is 
needed by all biology majors. She gets ac-­
tively involved with students, in lectures, in 
labs, and out of class." 
Professor Tyrrell holds her bachelor of 
arts degree in biology from Trinity College 
in Washington, DC, and her doctorate in 
biological sciences from the University of 
Delaware. She came to Stonehill to teach in 
her area of expertise, environmental biol-­
ogy. Typically, she teaches courses inbotany, 
marine biology and ecology to upperclass 
biology majors and the first halfof the fresh-­
manbiology major course. Students enrolled 
in the environmental studies minor pro-­
gram, which was establish ed last year, are 
often in her classes. In addition, Professor 
Tyrrell teaches a general studies course in 
marine biology. 
Professor Tyrrell says that the numbers 
of students enrolled in the biology program 
at Stonehill are increasing. She attributes 
this trend, in part, to changes in the economy 
leading students to consider more challeng-­
ing career paths, and increased emphasis on 
both health care and environmental issues. 
In meeting the academic needs of students 
studying thesciences, Professor Tyrrell points 
to the quality ofStonehill's science labs and 
internsh ip opportunities as curriculum 
strongpoints. 
"When I first came here, space was very 
limited. When the new science building was 
built in 1980, it was like dying and going to 
heaven. The laboratories at Stonehill bring 
a new dimension to my teaching. I teach 
many of my classes in the lab. In the next 
room we keep a collection ofbiologicalspeci-­
mens, which I can easily bring into the lab 
when I need them. You can't do this in the 
conventional biology lecture hall. We have 
a cold salt water aquarium for marine fish 
and invertebrates. And we're only an hour 
away from wonderful beaches, marshes, and 
estuaries where students can study marine 
life. The Stonehill campus itself is a wonder-­
ful botanical resource," says Professor Tyrrell 
who knows the campus inside and out. 
Professor Tyrrell also serves her stu-­
dents by arranging internships. Sh e says that 
students who are headed for highly techni--
cal fields are getting practical experience in 
cutting edge laboratories working as interns. 
Interns have worked instate--of--rhe--art labo-­
ratories as far away as London and as nearby 
as the Woods Hole Oceanographic lnstitu-­
tion in Falmouth. 
Professor Tyrrell says that internships 
and career nights at the College are impor-­
tant resources for students intheir job search. 
In addition, opportunities to speak infor-­
mall y to alumni and other friends of the 
College are increasingly valuable for stu-­
dents because they help them to become 
aware ofthe career options available to them. 
"There are career opportunities in the 
sciences now that did not exist twenty years 
ago. These include physician's associates 
and a sistant , and nurse practitioners, for 
example. All three ofthese jobs allow people 
direct responsibility for primary health care 
without some of the concerns that go with 
being a board certified physician or special-­
ist. There is a lot more interest in preventive 
types of medicine. Chiropractic and podia-­
try are specialties that have become very 
attractive to students. Students need to know 
of the diversity of career options open to 
them as science majors," says Professor 
Tyrrell. 
Professor Tyrrell has published several 
scholarly articles in professional journals. 
She has been a member of the Board of 
Directors for the Natural Resources Trust of 
Easton since 1984. A member of several 
professional organizations and associations, 
she is currently working with two Stonehill 
seniors on a simple "early warning" syste1n to 
detect the effects ofenvironmental stress on 
fish. 
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Building a Diverse and Tolerant Community 
I
f you stand in Donahue Hall and look 
out across campus, you can see almost 
all ofStonehill 's 3 7 5 acres ofopenspaces, 
trees and walkways, as well as the splendor of 
St. Mary's Chapel and Human Resource 
Center, the Joseph W. Martin Institute for 
Law and Society, Sally Blair Ames Sports 
Complex, Duffy Academic Center, the Stu-­
dent Union, the Dining Commons, the 
College Center, Cushing-- Martin Library, 
Stanger Hall and many of the student resi-­
dences. The Stonehill community is proud 
of its "picturesque" campus but understands 
that its beauty is not contained solely in 
buildings and grounds. Rather, its real beauty 
is in its people: the students who come to 
matriculate, the administrators andstaff who 
manage the day--to--day operations, the 
alumni who take pride in traditional values 
as they assist in future goals and the faculty 
who challenge students intellectually, while 
serving as role model, mentor and friend. 
As Stonehill moves forward to the 21st 
century, we reflect upon the spirit of Harry 
Truman and look not to our own concerns, 
but to the concerns of others. As the world 
grows more interdependent, it becomes ever 
more important to understand the ideas and 
beliefs ofpersons from different ethnic back-­
grounds and to integrate programs and sup-­
portive systems to ensure the success of 
Stonehill's community of color. While the 
question of Stonehill's homogeneous com-­
munity has long been an issue, it became a 
more focused concern because of the atten-­
tion it received in the sel£,study and in the 
visiting team report that preceded the 
College's recentreaccreditation. In an effort 
to address this concern, on January 3, 1992 
the Planning and Development Committee 
recommendedtoFather Bartley MacPhaidfn, 
C.S.C. that two ad hoc presidential commis-­
sions be established: the Commission on 
Campus Culture and the Commission on 
Pluralism. The Commission on Pluralism 
charged the campus to increase diversifica-­
tion of the Stonehill population. 
An important outcome of the Com-­
mission on Pluralism was the creation of the 
Office of lntercultural Affairs. This office 
assists the Stonehill community with issues 
ofdiversity and the director serves as an ex-­
officio member of the Advisory Committee 
on lntercultural Affairs. Keeping the Com-­
mission on Pluralism report as a benchmark 
( such as the recommendation put forth to 
increase the number of students of color to 
eight percent by the year 2000), the office 
keeps statistics on the enrollment/retention 
of students of color and works to foster a 
"friendly" environment so that every mem--
ber of the Stonehill community will be ac-­
cepted and appreciated. Minority student 
population for fiscal year 9 3 ... 94 rose to 3. 7 % 
( this figure includes a small contingent of 
international students). With the explora-­
tion of new recruiting markets, the entering 
freshman class admitted thirty--two students 
of color. 
The Advisory Committee on Intercul-­
tural Affairs was established by Father 
MacPhaidfn in November 1992 to mediate 
campus conflicts involving racial incidents. 
Some real efforts at progress to diversify the 
campus were noted by this committee. Ex-­
amples included: receipt of major grants for 
supporting the diversity agenda; varied cam-­
pus programming such as "Fear No People 
Week," "Black Awareness Programs," and 
"Prejudice Reduction Workshops," aimed at 
educating for diversity; Brockton High 
School has been targeted by the Admissions 
Office for increased focus; continual adver-­
tisement in minority publications for all 
positions at the College when advertising is 
necessary; hiring ofa staff person ofcolor in 
the Admissions Office who will spend time 
recruiting minority students. 
The hiring and retention offaculty and 
staffofcolor is a major concern of the Com-­
mittee. Present College personnel include: a 
full--time African--American tenured faculty 
member in the DepartmentofReligiousStud-­
ies; a full--time Asian--American tenured fac-­
ulty member in the Department of 
Communication and Theatre Arts; a part-­
time African--American faculty member in 
the De1:.: :tment of History; a full--time His-­
panic tenure--track faculty member in the 
Department of Chemistry; an African-­
American professor who teaches Religion in 
the Division of Continuing Education; an 
African--American administrator and staff 
member in Student Affairs; an African-­
American campus police officer; an Afri-­
can--American staff member inthe mail room; 
an African--American staff member in Me-­
dia Services andanAfrican--American mem-­
ber of the evening custodial staff. 
Stonehill College, in co--sponsorship 
with benefactor Mrs. Priscilla Tebbetts, has 
an adopt--a--school program entitled, "Project 
Challenge." In 1989, Mrs. Tebbetts "adopted" 
the fifth grade class enrolled in Brockton's 
Paine Elementary School. In so doing, Mrs. 
Tebbettswished to support students through 
a range of academic, remedial, and cultural 
enrichment activities- each ofwhich build 
upon the school's formal program of study. 
In the spring of 1992, Mrs. Tebbetts ap-­
proached Stonehill College to sponsor on a 
long--term basis a program of educational 
and financial support on behalf of the 1991 
Paine School graduates, along with partner-­
ship support from the Brockton Public 
Schools and Massasoit CommunityCollege. 
On October 1, 1992, thirty young men and 
women, their parents, friends and relatives, 
were invited to attend a special dinner an-­
nouncing the Project Challenge program. 
The program consists offour major com-­
ponents: In the Mentoring Program, each 
Challenger is paired with "mentors" from 
Stonehill College and/or Massasoit Com-­
munity College. Mentors provide ongoing 
academic counseling and personal support. 
In the After--School Tutoring Program, 
which is a program run through the lnstruc-­
tional Leaming Center at Brockton High 
School, Challengers are provided instruc-­
tion in various subjects. Students receive 
support inwriting reports, completing home-­
work assignments and creating good study 
habits, as well as one--on--one counseling in 
areas ofdifficulty. The Summer Enrichment 
Program is held during the month of July. 
The theme of last year's program was "Mas-­
sachusetts and Me." Challengers were en-­
couraged to visualize themselves on a 
continuum ... what preceded them, the how 
and why ofnow, and what might be in their 
futures. Enrichment programs consisted of 
math, logic, creativity, history, ecology, En-­
glish and a specialized reading program. 
Challengers went on field trips, attended 
lectures and several eligible Challengers 
participated in the Brockton Area Private 
Industry Council's Summer Job Employment 
Program. Postsecondary Financial Assistance 
is available to those eligible Challengers 
who successfully complete the high school 
component ofProject Challenge. These stu-­
dents will be eligible to receive a full--tuition 
scholarship for their postsecondary educa-­
tion at Massasoit Community College and/ 
or Stonehill College. 
The entire Stonehill community sup-­
ports increasing diversity. As stated by Jean 
Hamler, Director of lntercultural Affairs, 
"Diversity is not a program, but a way oflife." 
The present diversity goals are ambitious 
and expensive and incompetitionwith simi-­
lar goals at other colleges. In spite of formi-­
dable challenges, Stonehill strives toward 
building a more tolerant diverse commu-­
nity. It is in the interest of our community 
and of our society that we accept this chal-­
lenge. Furthermore, this challenge is not 
seen as a set of problems to overcome, but 




◄ Robert Turner, Political Editor at The Boston Globe, who 
served as the first Visiting Scholar at the Martin Institute 
during the 1992...93 academic year. 
N 
ot everyone th inks a newspaper job is the best 
preparation for academic work. Or political work. 
Joseph W. MartinJr. did a lot to overcome the latter 
perception. Starting as a delivery boy for the North Attleboro 
Evening Chronicle, Martin went on to the state legislature and 
then to Congress, where he became the nation's strongest and 
steadiest Republican voice in the middle part of this century. 
Of course, at the time Martin's political career was flourish-­
ing, he was no longer a paper boy; he owned the newspaper. 
Still, his example was heartening to this reporter, pre-­
paring last year to take on the challenge offered by Jim 
Millikan, Associate Professor and Chair of the Political 
Science Department, and George Hagerty, Director of Cor-­
porate, Foundation and Government Relations, to inaugu-­
rate a program as the first "Visiting Scholar" in the Joseph W. 
Martin Institute for Law and Society. 
"Scholar" is in quotation marks perforce; even now, I 
have a hard time pronouncing that word in connection with 
any activities of mine. 
In truth, the year was rich in its variety: forums and 
panels including guests such as Senate President William 
Bulger, a bit of administrative work with Rob Carver, Asso-­
ciate Director of the Martin Institute, discussions of politics 
and history with Jim Kenneally, Director of the Martin 
Institute, and many others, faculty meetings, and dozens of 
energizing lunches with staff and students. 
But the real kernel of the experiment came in the 
classroom. 
Team--teaching in two of Jim Millikan's courses was 
enjoyable from first to last, and apparently successful. Before 
classes started, we were apprehensive that our patter might 
dampenstudentparticipation, but instead it seemed to stimu­
late vigorous discussion. From the students' perspective, the 
formulations ofpolitical science and the observations ofdaily 
politics seemed to enhance each other, as they should. 
My own two courses were quite different. 
In the fall, the presidential campaign provided 1nuch ofThe Boston Globe's 
the raw material for a study role of the press in politics and 
government. As the term went on, class members offeredPolitical Editor, increasingly probing analysis. For instance, when President 
Bush promised that, upon h is reelection, he would assign his Robert Turner, chiefofstaffand former secretary ofstate,James Baker, the job 
of fixing the economy, the class quickly questioned why that 
task wasn't getting immediate attention and why wasn't it areflects on his experience 
h igher priority than Bush's reelection. It was also pointed out 
as the that under President Reagan, Baker had been more successful 
as chiefofstaff than as treasury secretary, raising a question as 
to how good he would be as an economic repairman. AndFirst Visiting Scholar 
at the 
another studen t said that Bush, by emphasizing h is reliance 
on Baker's skills, encouraged the belief th at the 
admin istration's foreign policy successes -- Bush's strongest 
argument for reelect ion - should be credited not to him but to 
Baker. 
This was strong analysis, better than all of the press
at Stonehill response on the issue that we examined. 
In the spring, a courageous group of students joined me 
in attempting to inven t a new course. W ith no text to guide 
us, we set out to examine extreme examples of democratic 
failures - situations in wh ich our normal democratic forces did 
not act to correct institutions going wrong. 
Joseph W. Martin Institute 
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The federal budget deficit was one ex-­
ample. If (nearly) everyone agrees that the 
deficit is dangerously high and a real threat 
to the economy both short--and long--term, 
why has not that very agreement created the 
political will to stop it? 
More locally, why did Boston let its 
public housing deteriorate so badly that it 
had to be taken over and actually run by the 
Superior Court? Why did the state let Bos-­
ton Harbor become so polluted that the 
Federal Court stepped in? Why was the City 
of Chelsea unable to stop its slide until the 
state put it in receivership? 
We looked at some of the mechanisms 
used to intervene in such situations, from 
Gramm--Rudmanand constitutional amend-­
ment to court intervention, receivership, 
ballot referenda and reform movements of 
various kinds. 
We were helped by class appearances 
from some ofthose most intimately involved: 
U.S. Rep. Barney Frank; Chelsea receiver 
(and former Boston Housing Authority re-­
ceiver) Harry Spence; Jim Braude of Tax 
Equity Alliance for Massachusetts; Gloria 
Jolly of the Lead or Leave movement, and 
Phil Shapiro, Chief Financial Officer of the 
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority. 
In attempting to generalize fro1n our 
specific research, we reached some interest--
ing conclusions. One is that venality is often 
not the chief culprit. Public officials who 
believe they are acting responsibly as indi-­
viduals can still produce disastrous results 
when they act collectively. This is especially 
true in legislative bodies, where legislators 
need to accept responsibility, and be held 
accountable, for the results, not just their 
individual actions. 
Interventions such as receiverships 
sometimes produce better results than the 
democratic process. Indeed, some political 
leaders willingly give up control of problem 
agencies, and often pay little or no political 
price. Chelsea, which has profited greatly 
from receivership, is finding it hard to work 
its way back toward democracy. 
Overall, we concluded, a common and 
crucial failure in these cases is communica-­
tion: the consequences of democratic col-­
lapse were not understood to be serious 
enough so that the political clout developed 
to stop it. 
Working through this material was not 
easy. Some days we trudged slow 1y, but other 
classes raced forward with fresh information 
and insight. It was an exciting experiment, 
one I believe many graduate schools would 
have been glad to sponsor. 
And with their research papers, the 
maJ or course assignment, the students 
showed they were eager for the chase. Many 
probed more deeply into the issues we were 
studying in class. Others looked elsewhere. 
One of the best examined neighboring 
Brockton's decline to the point that a state 
board is supervising its budget, and then 
analyzed the city's efforts to rebound. 
Barney Frank's appearance was doubly 
delightful because the new redistricting has 
made him Stonehill's congressman. First he 
visited with Fr. MacPhaidfn, whose steady 
support of the visiting scholar experiment 
provided great encouragement. Then Frank 
came to class, where he took on the role of 
Joe Martin's successor. 
Indeed, Martin in his book, My First 
Fifty Years in Politics, refers to Stonehill as 
one ofhis "proudest constituents," and Frank 
made it clear that he will follow that lead. 
I hope the visiting scholar experiment 
was judged a success by the College; I am 
very pleased to see that it is being continued 
this year, insomewhat different format, with 
former U.S. Transportation Secretary, An-­
drew H. Card Jr., on campus regularly. 
For me, the rewards were enormous, 
especially in the classroom. Capping them 
was graduation day: Jim Kenneally dived 
into the Martin Institute archives to pro-­
duce a hood that had belonged to Martin 
himself. I wore it to the ceremony proudly. 
Bob Turner and Jim Millikan , Professor of Political Science at Stonehill teach a class at the Martin Institute. 
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acu ty otes 
David A. Almeida 
assistant professor of education 
Albert Cullum 
instructor in the department of education, re-­
ceived two grants to teach U.S. History to incar-­
cerated juvenile offenders placed inCountyHouses 
of Correction. Professor Almeida spoke on the 
topic "The Learning Disabled Adult: Understand-­
ing the Impact" at the Conference of the Massa-­
chusetts Coalition for AdultEducation inOctober. 
Professor Almeida was recently appointed to the 
Board of Directors for the Massachusetts Reading 
Association for the 1993--1994 academic year. 
J. Richard Anderson 
associate professor of business administration 
Debra M. Imbriani 
assistant professor of business administration, co-­
authored case studies on the Columbia Natural 
Gas Company and Cortland Sportswear, Inc. 
which were published in Corporate Financial Re-­
porting: Text and Cases. 
Jeanne M. Aurelio 
assistant professor ofbusiness administration, pub-­
lished an article, "An Organizational Culture 
Which Optimizes Stress: Acceptable Stress in 
Nursing," inNursing Administration Quarterly. She 
co--authored "What Type of Nurse Teams Are 
Best in the Operating Room Suite?" inProceedings 
of the Association of Management. 
Peter H. Beisheim 
professor and chairperson of the department of 
religious studies, presented a paper, "The Bishops' 
Pastoral Letters: Tapping 'the Mind of the 
Church'," for the Future of the American Church 
Conference held in Washington, DC. He also 
gave a presentationon "TheGriefExperience" for 
the MassachusettsCenterfor SuddenInfantDeath 
Syndrome (SIDS) held at the Boston University 
Conference Center in North Andover. 
Rev. James Chichetto, C.S.C. 
assistant professor of writing, attended an insti-­
tute at Bowdoin College entitled, "Different 
People, Different Places: Europeans, Native 
Americans, and the Environments They Cre-­
ated," sponsored by the Massachusetts Founda-­
tion for the Humanities. He and several other 
scholars were invited by the Foundation to lead a 
five--part reading and discussion series at local 
libraries designed to foster increased public under-­
standing of the continuing impact of the Euro-­
p e an encounter with the Americas. The 
Hemingway Day Writer's Conference also judged 
The Connecticut Poetry Review, edited and illus-­
trated last year by Fr. Chichetto, as the best 
literary magazine in Connecticut. Fr. Chichetto 
gave a dramatic reading of his new book, Homage 
to Father Sorin, at the CenterStage Theatre, South 
Easton. 
Michael D. Coogan 
professor ofreligious studies, published an article, 
"Canaanites: Who Were They and Where did 
They Live?," in Bible Review. He also reviewed two 
books, A Century ofBibilicalArchaeology and Escape 
to Conflict: A Biblical and Archaeological Approach 
to the Hebrew Exodus and Settlement in Canaan in 
Biblical Archaeology Review. 
Albert Cullum 
instructor in the department of education, was 
invited to conduct a telephone conversation in-­
terview with over one hundred graduate students 
from the Columbia Bible College, South Caro-­
lina. The questions and discussion were based on 
Cullum's book, Push Back the Desks. 
Barbara L. Estrin 
professor and chairperson of the English depart-­
ment, published an article, "Space--Off and Voice-­
Over: Adrienne Rich and Wallace Stevens, " in 
Women's Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal. 
Andre L. Goddu 
associate professor of history and philosophy of 
science, published a review of De La Geometrie 
Algebrique Reellein Archives internationales d'histoire 
des sciences. 
Joan Goodman--Williamson 
assistant professor of writing, presented and pub-­
lished, "Readings Through Grammatical Space," 
at the International Association for Philosophy 
and Literature Conference in Pittsburgh, PA. She 
also served on a panel entitled, "Post Modern 
Spaces" at the conference. Professor Goodman-­
Williamson published an article, "Gender: Nui-­
sance or Benefit?," inArtlines. She also co--edited, 
"Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Lan-­
guages," at a conference in Atlanta, GA. 
Theodore F. Jula 
assistant professor of business administration, re-­
cently participated in a panel discussion entitled, 
"StartThinking Export!." Professor Jula spoke on 
the topic "What Exporting Means to You." 
Daniel Lamoureux 
college organist and assistant professor offine arts, 
presented a series oforgan recitals featuring inter-­
national performers at the Trinity Church, Bos-­
ton and the Methuen Memorial Music Hall in 
Methuen. 
Rev. John R. Lanci, C.S.C. 
assistant professor of religious studies, was elected 
to a three--year term on the Board of Trustees at 
Notre Dame College, Manchester, NH. 
Geoffrey P. Lantos 
associate professor ofbusiness administration, spent 
the 1993 fall semester as a business professor 
internfor OceanSpray Cranberries, Inc., working 
in the business operations department on projects 
in the new products and promotion areas. Profes-­
sor Lantos presented a paper entitled, "Teaching 
Business Ethics: A Dissenting View," at the 1993 
Christian Business Faculty Association Confer-­
ence in Virginia. He also published a book review 
on The Consumer Insight Workbook: How Con-­
sumer Insights Can Inspire Better Marketing and 
Advertising in the J oumal of Product and Brand 
Management. 
Benjamin R. Mariante 
professor of sociology, has been appointed to a 
three--year term as chairperson of the sociology 
department. He also serves as poetry editor for 
Cross Currents, the journal of the Association for 
Religion and Intellectual Life. In May, Professor 
Mariante went on a two--week consultancy visit to 
Poland where he met with members of political 
and economic leadership to discuss economic 
development. 
Rev. Richard Mazziotta, C.S.C. 
associate professor of religious studies, published 
his 1991 Good Friday Sermon, "I Would Kiss the 
Cardinal's Hands" inHarper's Best Sermons 6. The 
volume contains eighteen sermons that judges 
selected as the best from among the two thousand 
submitted in the annual competition sponsored 
by the San Francisco publishing house. 
Jane G. Nash 
assistant professor of psychology, published an 
article, "Writing from Sources: A Structure-­
mapping Model," in the Journal of Educational 
Psychology. 
Virginia G. Polanski 
associate professor of writing and director of the 
writing program, will be teaching writing and 
conducting "Writing Across the Curriculum" 
workshops at Richmond College in London, En-­
gland, during the spring 1994 semester. 
Robert A. Rosenthal 
professor of economics and director of the center 
for regional and policy analysis, recently testified 
as an expert witness in two trials: one before the 
Massachusetts Council Against Discrimination; 
the other at Norfolk Superior Court in Dedham. 
Professor Rosenthal also recently entered into an 
agreement with the Phaneuf Center of Brockton 
for the evaluation component of a three--year 
project being funded by the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services. In addition to Pro-­
fessor Rosenthal, the committee performing the 
evaluation includes Kenneth Branco, associate 
professor ofsociology, and Robert Carver, associ-­
ate professor ofbusiness ad1ninistration. Professor 
Rosenthal was recently quoted in articles pub-­
lished in Kiplinger's Personal Finance Magazine, 
and the San Francisco Examiner newspaper. 
Mohammed A. Shibli 
assistant professor ofbusiness administration, pub-­
lished an article, "Increasing Learning Through 
Writing inQuantitative (and Computer) Courses," 
in Educational and Training Technology Interna-­
tional. He also taught a six--week training work-­
shop on "Environmental Economics and Policy 
Analysis" at Harvard University for 65 senior 
administrators from 30 countries. Professor Shibli 
developed a Lotus 1--2--3 based software for auto-­
mated pricing for Creative Homes, Inc., anEaston-­
based custom builder. 
Richard L. V elkley 
associate professor of philosophy, published an 
essay, "The Crisis of the End of Reason in Kant's 
Philosophy and the Remarks of 1764--65," and a 
translation from Germanofanessay by D. Henrick 
"The Meaning of Rational Action in the State," 
16 
in Kant and Political Philosophy: The Contemporary 
Legacy. Professor Velkley also received a grant 
from the L. and H. Bradley Foundation to support 
work on a book on continental philosophic ac; 
counts of the relation of philosophy and art since 
Rousseau. 
Celia Wolf,Devine 
assistant professor of philosophy, was commis; 
sioned to write a book on affirmative action in 
faculty appointments. Professor WolrDevine also 
published an article, "Proportional Representa; 
tion of Women and Minorities," in Affirmative 




Rev. Thomas Feeley, C.S.C. 
professor of philosophy 
Francis R. Gendreau 
associate professor of philosophy 
Moral Integrity 
Harcourt Brace and Company 
A strong moral character is formed only 
from a personal commitment to pursue moral 
integrity as one's personal goal in life. A commit; 
ment, ofcourse, is a free voluntary act and beyond 
the scope of any book or course or intellectual 
discipline. To be committed to moral integrity, 
however, we must first understand what it is, its 
causes and the effect that it has upon our lives and 
the lives of others. Such an understanding is the 
purpose of this book. The method used in this 
book is to compare and contrast, to analyze and to 
criticize various schools of ethics ; emotivism, 
hedonism, utilitarianism, and deontologism ; to 
determine what valuable insights they contain 
and to integrate them into a consistent moral 
philosophy based on human nature. Since moral 
integrity implies not only thatwe do goodbut that 
we do good habitually, the book proceeds to 
examine habits and virtues, the conditions that 
we must meet for our actions to be moral and for 
us to be capable to love and be worthy of friend; 
ship. A ll these considerations provide a basis for a 
serious discussion ofsexual morality, which occu; 
pies the final three chapters of the book. 
Michael D . Coogan 
professor of religious studies 
The Oxford Companion to the Bible 
co;editor and author of a number of entries 
(Michael D. Coogan) 
Oxford University Press 
The Oxford Companion to the Bible provides 
an authoritative one;volume reference to the 
people, places, events, books, institutions, reli; 
gious beliefs, and secular influence of the Bible. 
Written by more than 250 scholars from 20 na; 
tions and embracing a wide variety of perspec; 
tives, the Companion offers over seven hundred 
entries, ranging from brief identifications; Who is 
Dives?Where is Pisgah?; to extensive interpretive 
essays on topics such as the influence of the Bible 
on music or law. Other Stonehill contributors 
include Gregory Shaw, associate professor of reli; 
gious studies, Andre L. Goddu, associate professor 
of history and philosophy of science, and Mary 
Joan Leith, assistant professor of religious studies. 
Albert Cullum 
instructor in the department of education 
Aesop's Fables 
Greek & Roman Plays for the Intermediate Grades 
Fearon Teachers Aids 
Aesop's Fables provides students and teach; 
ers with a wide variety ofshortplays thatcan easily 
be performed by young children.No stage is needed 
andprops are minimal. These dramatizations have 
been designed especially for use in kindergarden 
through third grade classrooms. Greek and Roman 
Plays for the Intermediate Grades incorporates the 
classic comedies and tragedies of Sophocles, 
Euripides, Aeschylus, and Plautus. Several of the 
plays are similar in subject matter, but the authors 
have told the stories from different points ofview. 
The plays are organized by author, not chrono; 
logically. This provides an opportunity for stu; 
dents to research background information about 
the different plays, such as the circumstances 
leading up to the events, explanations about the 
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Celia Wolf,Devine 
assistant professor of philosophy 
Descartes on Seeing: 
Epistemology and Visual Perception 
Southern Illinois University Press 
In this first book; length examination of the 
Cartesian theory ofvisual perception, CeliaWolf; 
Devine explores the many philosophical implica; 
tions of Descartes' theory, concluding that he 
ultimately failed to provide a completely mecha; 
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Soo T . Tan 
professor of mathematics 
College Mathematics 
Applied Calculus 
Calculus for the Managerial, Life ,and Social Sciences 
Applied Finite Mathematics 
PWS Publishing Company 
Professor Soo T. T an has published a series 
of undergraduate mathematics textbooks, which 
are currently being used in over one hundred 
colleges and universities in the United States, 
Canada, and other countries ofthe world. Among 
schools adopting the books are Stanford Univer; 
sity, Johns Hopkins University, 7 of the 13 cam~ 
puses of the California State University System 





Rhode Island Reception 
A reception on Saturday, September 
11 hosted by alumnus Dick Sheehan '68 at 
the Newport Yacht Club brought together 
over thirty alumni for an enjoyable late 
summer evening. Most alumni were from 
theNew England area with some individuals 
traveling from as far away as New York. 
Michael P. Luizzi '91, Assistant Director of 
Alumni Affairs, joined Anne M. Pollick '88, 
Associate Director of Alumni Affairs, in 
welcoming alumni and providing them with 
updates about the College. 
Miss Saigon 
On September 1 7, 150 alumni attended 
a performance of Miss Saigon at the Wang 
Center in Boston. The elaborate settings 
and e1notionall y--charged performances left 
a lasting impressionon many members ofthe 
audience. 
Ninth Annual Alumni Golf Tournament 
In the tradition of past Stonehill Golf 
Tourneys, the 123 golfers who participated 
in the September 18 outing at the Easton 
Country Club experienced a constant driz-­
zling rain. With a score of nine under par, 
the threesome of Jack Waters '88, David 
Schreiner '89 and Brian O'Neil '89 pre-­
vailed as the victors of this event. In the 
closest to the pin contest, Charlie Simonds 
'77 was declared the winner. In addition, 
David Schreiner returned to the winner's 
circle to garner the trophy for the 18th hole 
longest drive competition. Later, the tra-­
vails posed by the links were soon forgotten 
as the Stonehill contingent moved inside for 
a hot turkey dinner and trophy/raffle presen-­
tation. Alumni Council President, Neil 
O'Leary '61, distributed the trophies and 
accolades at this enjoyable event. 
Alumni Visioning Conference 
The second Alumni Visioning Confer-­
ence was held on September 24--25 at 
Stonehill. Approximately fifty alumni from 
across the country returned to campus to 
discuss their perspectives of the College and 
to offer suggestions for possible improve-­
ments. Major points which received atten-­
tion included: further enhancing Stonehill's 
communication with its alumni, working 
toward a more diversified community, and 
expanding upon the College's present com-­
puter system. 
Alumni Parents of 
Current Students Reception 
The Alumni Office hosted a reception 
at Stonehill on Saturday, October 2 for 
alumni parents of current students during 
Parents' Weekend. Fr. Jack McCarthy, 
C.S.C., Alumni Minister, Michael P. Luizzi 
'91, Assistant Director of Alumni Affairs, 
and Joan Saltrelli, Assistant Director of 
Development, welcomed the alumni and 
their families in the Presidential Dining 
Room at the Dining Commons. 
"Who's Coming to Dinner?" 
The Student Alumni Association 
(SAA) sponsored a pilot program entitled, 
"Who's Coming to Dinner?" onWednesday, 
October 13 in the Dining Commons. This 
effort teamed alumni with current students 
to discuss job search strategies, occupational 
direction and career possibilities. Thealumni 
who participated were treated to dinner by 
students. All in all, this exchange of work 
experiences and varying perspectives con-­
tributed to a very informative evening. 
Young Alumni Event at "The Dockside" 
On Friday, October 22, Alumni Week-­
end began with a Young A lumni Reception 
at the Dockside Restaurant in Boston. Over 
200 Stonehill alumni gathered for a night of 
1nusic, fun and refreshments. 
Job-a,thon 
The Offices of Alumni Affairs and Ca-­
reer Services coordinated efforts for an Oc-­
tober 2 7 "J ob--a--thon." Alumni who serve on 
the Career Services Subcommittee of the 
Alumni Council placed calls to fellow alumni 
in varied industries in hopes of learning 
about internship and employment opportu-­
nities for Stonehill graduates. This activity 
is proving to be an excellent way of further 
strengthening the Stonehill Alumni Net-­
work in addition to gathering job leads and 
contacts which had previously been un-­
tapped. 
Connecticut Area Mass and Brunch 
On Sunday, N ove1nber 7, several Con-­
necticut area alumni and their families at-­
tended a Mass and brunch held at the 
Hamden, CT residence of Pam (Dupre) '83 
and Michael Boynton '83 and their three-­
year old daughter, Laura. Fr.Jack McCarthy, 
C.S.C., Alumni Minister, celebrated the 
Mass. Assistant Director of Alumni Affairs, 
Michael P. Luizzi '91, joined Fr. McCarthy 
in providing information and recent news 
about Stonehill. 
Fourth Annual Career Fair 
Students ask about career opportunities at t"he 
Fourth Annual Career Fair hel.d in November. 
The Career Fair on November 3 saw 
the return to campus of 54 alumni from 
di verse professional backgrounds represent-­
ing 18 career fields. Career booths were 
organized in the Dining Commons. Stu-­
dents were offered the opportunity to pose 
questions to alumni concerning their career 
paths and gain valuable occupational ad-­
vice. In addition, a number of internship 
possibilities for Stonehill students grew out 
of the day's events. 
The Offices of Alumni Affairs, Career 
Services and the Student A lumni Associa-­
tion (SAA) collaborated to bring the 1993 
Career Fair to over 180 students who at-­
tended. Following the Fair, a dinner was 
served to all alumni participants, faculty, 
administration and SAA volunteers. 
Alumni Business Breakfast Forum 
OnNovember 1 7, Andrew Card, former 
Secretary of Transportation in the Bush 
Administration and a Visiting Scholar at 
the Martin Institute during this academic 
year, served as guest speaker for a Forum held 
at the Parker House in Boston. The alumni 
present were able to observe a gifted speaker 
whose views relative to government, busi-­
ness, public service and life were indeed 
insightful. 
Alumni Mass of Thanksgiving 
The Ninth Annual Alumni Mass of 
Thanksgiving was held on Noven1ber 14 at 
St. Mary's Chapel. More than 800 intention 
cards were received and offered at the Mass 
celebrated by FatherJackMcCarthy, C.S.C., 
Alumni Minister. In addition, many alumni 




Stonehill alumni reunite at the Alumni Day
fes tivi ties. 
Approximately 1,200 alumni were 
welcomed back to campus for a full slate of 
activities at this year's Alumni Day on 
October 23. In the morning, Career Ser-­
vices offered a networking and job search 
strategy workshop for alumni. Soon after, 
Oktoberfest, campus tours and the varsity 
football game commenced. TheChieftains 
were down early to Siena, but came to-­
gether to bring victory home by a 28--13 
score. Children's activities including a gi-­
gantic giraffe "Moonwalk" and pony rides 
thrilled the youngsters, as did an appear-­
ance by"Winnie the Pooh," a face--painter, 
caricature artist and fortuneteller. There 
was a barbecue and assorted refreshments 
offered throughout the day while a brass 
band provided additional entertainment. 
A concession stand staffed by mem-­
bers of the Student Alumni Association 
raised $480 for the A lumni CouncilSchol-­
arship Fund. Following the football game, 
the hospitality tent was opened for an 
alumni reception and local area establish-­
ments welcomed Stonehill alumni for the 
evening. 
On Sunday, October 24, 20 alumni 
from the men's soccer team attended the 
Seattle, Washington Visioning Group 
Discussion and Dinner 
A ttendees at the Seattle , W ashington Visioning 
Group Discussion and Dinner included, (from 
left seated) , John O'Brien '74 , George Twiss 
'63, Bill Collins 1 66 , Jim W est and Mary Lou 
(Cheney) W est '65 . Standingfromleft: Anthony 
Luizzi '63, SandraHareld '70, Chris Cain '86, 
Anne Helene Cagney '86, Larry Phalan , Sean 
McGillicuddy '89, Kathy (Collins) Gagliardi 
'83 , ] . Mark Smith '91 , George Hagerty '75, 
Michael Luizzi '91, and Charles A ltieri . 
Alumni Day is enjoyed by family and friends 
as well as graduates. 
Alumni enjoyed watching a Stonehill victory 
at the varsity football game. 
Annual Alumni Soccer Game. Coach 
Ernie Branco cajoled 14 of his former 
charges to suit up against the current men's 
J.V. team. Both teams played to a hard-­
fought 3--3 tie. The outcome was finally 
decided on penalty shots with the Alumni 
team ultimately winning. A great day was 
had by all, and Ernie looks forward to 
seeing his former players and friends return 
next year. 
The weekend came to a close with a 
Mass held at the Chapel ofMary followed 
by brunch in the Dining Commons. 
On Friday, November 12, 15 alumni 
gathered at Daniel's Broiler Restaurant on 
Lake Washington in Seattle, WA. George 
Hagerty '7 5, Director ofCorporate, Founda-­
tion & Government Relations, joined 
Michael P. Luizzi '91 in providing updated 
information about the College. In addition, 
Brockton businessman and good friend of 
Stonehill, Charles Altieri made a surprise 
appearance at this event. Following dinner, 
a discussion brought to light some varied 
perspectives and suggestions concerning di-­
rections which Stonehill may contemplate 
pursuing on human relations, technological 
and institutional levels. 
Radio City Music Hall Christmas Show 
One hundred alumni from as far away 
as New England gathered in New York City 
on November 20 to attend the "Radio City 
Christmas Spectacular."New York Citypro-­
vided anexcellent opportunity for alumni to 
meet with friends, sightsee and shop. 
Outstanding Alumnus Award 
Patricia Hanley ... McCurdy '75 , 1993 
Outstanding Alumnus Award recipient with 
Stonehill President Father Bartley MacPhaidin, 
c.s.c. 
On December 9, Patricia Hanley-­
McCurdy '7 5 was honored as the 1993 Out-­
standing Alumnus Award recipient. This 
annual award is bestowed by the Alumni 
Council Awards Committee upon a mem-­
ber of the alumni body who has contributed 
to his/her career field and broughthonor and 
acknowledgment toStonehill College. With 
her husband, Ross, and children Heather, 
Jeremy and Nikia, Trisha has provided a 
stable and loving environment for over 40 
foster children who have been welcomed into 
her home. As an attorney, Trisha has long 
been an advocate for children and continues 
to work towards improving the foster care 
system. At the dinner attended by family, 
close friends and select members of the 
Stonehill community held in celebration of 
her achievements, Fr. Bartley MacPhaidfn, 
C.S.C., presented Trisha with a citation and 
the Outstanding Alumnus Medal. 
Washington, D.C. Area Reception 
Honoring Chet Raymo 
Mary (Filippetti) '57 andSteve Markey 
'55 hosted a reception honoring Stonehill 
Professor of Physics and internationally re-­
nowned author, Chet Raymo, at their home 
in Laurel, MD on November 20. At this 
gathering of30 alumni and guests, Anne M. 
Pollick '88, Associate Director of Alumni 
Affairs, introduced Professor Raymo. Dur-­
ing the evening, Raymo delighted those 
present with readings from his critic-aJly-­
acclaimed novel, The Dork of Cork. 
Attention Alumni Authors 
Pleasecontact the A lumni Office at 
(508) 230--1343 if you are a published 
author or know of an alumnus/a who is. 
An Alumni Bookshelf has been estab-­





Alumni volunteers, ranging from the 
Class of 1952 through the Class of 1993, 
returned to campus on Saturday morning of 
Alumni Weekend in October to kick off the 
1994 Alumni Fund. 
This year, under the direction ofBrian 
McKenna '80, the Fund has established goals 
of $500,000 and 35% alumni participation. 
As in the past, alumni and student 
volunteers will be calling all graduates ofthe 
College in February and March. This year, 
particular attention will be paid to those 
alumni celebrating a reunion year and the 
graduates of the classes between 1980 and 
1993. 
All contributions received by June 30, 
1994 will count toward the 1994 Fund. 
William J. Connors Scholarship Fund 
The family and friends of William J. 
Connors '85 have recently established a 
scholarship in Bill's memory at the College. 
At the time of his death in the fall of 
1992, Bill was living in Los Angeles where 
he was a vice president at First Interstate 
Bank. In addition to his banking responsi-­
bilities, Bill spent his weekends teaching in 
underprivileged neighborhoods. Those who 
knew Bill remember the satisfaction in his 
voice as he recalled the achievements ofhis 
students and the horror with which he re-­
called the damage that the L.A. riots had 
imposed on those he sought to help. 
The scholarship will be presented an-­
nually to a senior who, upon his or her 
graduation, hopes to assist in making finan-­
cial services more readily available to the 
underprivileged. 
Any and all contributions to the Will-­
iam J. Connors Scholarship Fund are wel-­
come and may be sent to the Office of 
Development at Stonehill College. 
Senior Class Gift 
For many years, there has been consid-­
erable discussion concerning the sign at the 
Route 123 entrance of the College. If this 
year's senior class has their say, these discus-­
sions will end at the 1994 graduation cer-­
emony. 
Under the direction of Jaye Flanagan 
and James Lombardi, the Class of 1994 is 
raising funds for their class gift to be directed 
toward the purchase and installation of a 
new entry sign. 
The tradition of leaving a class gift to 
the College was renewed by the Class of 
1988. In recent years, class gifts have in-­
eluded signage for the upperclassmen resi-­
dent areas; a memorial garden and 
scholarship; and a flagpole and landscaping 
for the entrance to the Martin Institute. 
"Stonehill Today" for Alumni Volunteers 
"Stonehill Today" fulfilled its promise 
of being an exciting and educational pro-­
gram presented for past, present and poten--
tial alumni volunteers. The Office ofDevel-­
opment and the Alumni Affairs Office spon-­
sored this program which had nearly 100 
alumni in Alumni Hall to listen and to ask 
questions. 
Rev. Bartley MacPhaidfn, C.S.C., Presi-­
dent ofthe College, Dr. Fred Petti, Assistant 
to the President for Administration, Dr. 
Louis Saltrelli, Dean of Student Affairs and 
FrancisX. Dillon, Vice President for College 
Relations, were among the featured panel-­
ists at this January 2 9 program. 
Alumni in attendance were brought 
up--to--date on Stonehill College in 1994. 
Academics, admissions, athletics, career ser-­
vices, management and student life all were 
discussed. Questions from the alumni audi-­
ence were many, and all left "Stonehill To-­
day" with a better understanding of their 
College's present and future vision. 
"Dialing for Donors" 
More than 300 alumni, parent and stu-­
dent volunteers will "let their fingers do the 
walking" as they attempt to contact nearly 
7,000 Stonehill alumni and parents within a 
six week period. 
The Parents's Fund Phonathon, sched-­
uled for the weeks of February 15 and 22, 
focused on reaching parents of current stu-­
dents. Both parents and students partici-­
pated in calling and soliciting support of the 
Parents' Fund with a gift of any size. 
The Alumni Fund Phonathon will be 
held from February 28 through March 24, 
with alumni and students reaching out to 
non--reunion year alumni in the Classes of 
1955 to 1993. Callers will be asking for a gift 
to the Alumni Fund in support ofStonehill. 
Last year over $100,000 was received as a 
resultofthe phoning. Suchpositive response 
to the phonathon certainly makes a differ-­
ence to the College! 
For those celebrating a reunion this 
year, alumni will be gathering to make calls 
the weeks of April 11 and 18. Reunion year 
class gift participation is particularly impor-­
tant as the College looks to the reunion 
classes to begin leading the way in alumni 
g1v1ng. 
All parents and alumni are welcome to 
participate in the Phonathons. Please call 
Joan Saltrelli at (508) 230--1344 for more 
information. 
The many phonathon volunteers look 
forward to speaking with you! 
Parents' Fund 
The 1994Parents' Fund is being chaired 
by Mary Ellen McMahon, mother of Col-­
leen '96. This year's Parents' Fund goal is 
$85,000 and we are hoping to secure the 
participation of5 7 5 donors. Mary Ellen will 
be continuing the successful work done for 
the past two years by Chairpersons Cheryl 
and Joe D'Antonio. Under their direction, 
the Parents' Fund rose from $59,172 and 297 
donors to a record--breaking $78,468 with 
534 parent contributors in fund year 1993. 
On Sunday, March 2 7, we will hold our 
first Presidential Forum for Freshmen Par--
ents. This format will provide an opportu-­
nity for parents to meetwith President Bartley 
MacPhaidfn, C.S.C., and gain important 
information about Stonehill - where it has 
been and where it is going. 
Marlin Fitzwater 
W. B. Mason Forum 
The third W. B. Mason Forum on the 
Future of Southeastern Massachusetts was held 
on Thursday, November 18. Former Press 
Secretary to Presidents Reagan and Bush, 
Marlin Fitzwater, served as thedistinguished 
lecturer for this event. The Forum, which is 
supported through the benefaction of the 
W. B. Mason Company in Brockton, was 
inaugurated in 1992 as part of the College's 
commitment to support the local commu-­
nity through innovative programming. 
Century Club Celebration 
The Century Club Celebration took 
place on December 4, 1993 in the Stonehill 
Dining Commons. Almost 300 guests at-­
tended this gala event. The Century Club 
Celebration is the College's chance to thank 
friends, parents and alumni for the generos­
ity and support they extend toward the Col-­
lege. Student Alumni Association ( S.A.A.) 
members assisted in welcoming guests and 
checking coats. This year, Century Club 
Members were requested to bring canned 
food to the Celebration for the S.A.A. food 
drive to help needy families. There was a 
generous response from those attending. 
State Street Scholars Program 
On October 13, the State Street Bank 
and Trust hosted a breakfast for representa-­
tives ofthe College and the Boston business 
community to announce the inauguration 
of the State Street Scholars in Business Pro-­
gram at Stonehill College.Under the terms 
of a generous multi--year grant from State 
Street, Stonehill will undertake a compre-­
hensive educational outreach program in-­
valving six urban high schools in the Boston 
area, as well as establish a formal program of 
directed undergraduate study intended to 
prepare minority students for careers in the 
challenging fields of banking, finance and 
accounting. 
Under the direction ofDwayne Sparks, 
the College's Director of the State Street 
Scholars Program and faculty from the De-­
partment of Business Administration, 
Stonehillhas: ( 1) entered into formal agree-­
ments with paired high schools, (2) has 
commenced on--site and campus--based edu--
20 
cational programs with each secondary 
school and (3) has begun the process of 
recruiting State Street Scholars for next 
year's undergraduate program. 
In announcing the award, Marshall 
Carter, State Street's Chairman and Chief 
Executive Officer, welcomed the partner-­
ship with Stonehill by saying that the objec-­
tive of the program "is to draw upon the 
collective resources of the public schools, 
the business community and a progressive 
institution of higher learning to reach the 
pool of talented urban students that the 
Bank is committed to serve." 
In accepting the grant on behalf of the 
College, Father MacPhaidfn stated, 
"Stonehill's partnership with State Street is 
the product ofhard work, vision and a com-­
mitment on the part of two institutions­
one in banking and the other in 
education-to address the needs ofstudents 
of color in a meaningful way. The State 
StreetScholars in Business Program is a true 
cooperative effort inwhichthe Bank, through 
its people and programs, will remain actively 
involved in advancing the project's objec-­
tive: preparing a future generation ofleaders 
for the banking and investment commu-­
nity." 
The Frueauff Foundation 
The Charles A. Frueauff Foundation of 
Tallahassee, Florida continued its impor-­
tant andgenerous partnership with Stonehill, 
awarding the College a grant of $50,000 in 
support of the Frueauff Scholars program. 
Over the past decade, the Foundation has 
provided scholarship assistance to aid a total 
of 115 graduates and current students in the 
pursuit of a Stonehill education. 
The Frueauff Foundation takes a per-­
sonal interest in the welfare and accom-­
plishments of the Frueauff Scholars. Each 
year, Mr.James Fallon '64, aStonehill trustee 
and member of the Frueauff Foundation 
Board, visits the campus to meet personally 
with those whose lives the Foundation has 
touched in such a meaningful way. 
seAM 
30 Thursday June tJ1)f1994 
Frank Mullin (center) , Chairman of Stonehill' s Board of Trustees was honored at a dinner held in 
October. Dinner Co,Chairmen David Finnegan '64 (left) , and Bill Devin '60 , pose for this 
photograph with Frank. 
Frank Mullin Testimonial Dinner 
The Grand Ballroom of The Boston 
Park Plaza Hotel and Towers was the site of 
a gala testimonial dinner, attended by over 
900 people, honoring Frank Mullin, Manag-­
ing Director, Chief of Equity Trading at 
Putnam Investments and Chair ofthe Board 
of Trustees at Stonehill. 
In recognition of his outstanding pro--
President's Dinner 
Over650 neighbors, friends and alumni 
attended the 33rd annual President's Din-­
ner in the Sally Blair Ames Sports Complex 
onThursday,June3. The President's Dinner 
has evolved into one of the College's finest 
public events and this year's dinner proved 
to be one of the best ever. In addition to 
attracting a record attendance, the dinner 
also raised a record sum ofmore than$80,000. 
The netreturns from the Dinnerwill be used 
to fund community activities and programs 
at the Martin Institute for Law and Society. 
As Mr. Charles Altieri, Chairperson of 
the Executive Committee for Development, 
which organized the President's Dinner, 
wrote in the dinner program, "Such a mar-­
velous tradition ... does not appear overnight. 
It emerges from years of hard work, dedica-­
tion and unselfish participation in the plan-­
ning and organization of the event." 
In recognitionoftwenty years ofdistin-­
guished service to the College as members of 
fessional accomplishments aswell as his many 
contributions to the life of the College, Mr. 
Mullin was presented with the President's 
Awardfor Excellence byFather MacPhaidfn. 
The dinner, co--chaired by David Finnegan· 
'64 ofFinnegan, Underwood, Coombs, Ryan 
and Tierney and Bill Devin '60 of Fidelity 
Capital Markets, netted $350,000 for the 
College's building fund. 
the Executive Committee for Development, 
the following individuals were honored at 
the Dinner: Max Coffman, the Honorable 
James Lawton, Ralph J. (Gus) Lordi, Ralph 
Tedeschi, Clarence E. Werner, Joseph E. 
Fernandes, Stanton W. Davis, Wayne E. 
Clark and Robert J. Tighe. Thanks to their 
efforts, the bonds of friendship that exist 
between the College and our neighbors in 
the surrounding communities are strong and 
deep. 
After dinner, Father Bartley 
MacPhaidfn, C.S.C., President of the Col-­
lege, called on each member to stand and be 
recognized. At the same time, students from 
Stonehill' s StudentAlumni Association pre-­
sented the honorees withspecial commemo-­
rative plaques. At the dinner, the generations 
were symbolically united. These students, 
who benefit from all that the College offers 
today, were able to pay their respects to 
benefactors who have helped to shape 
Stonehill for the better. 
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Rev. Richard N ovak, C.S.C. Campus News Memorial Mass 
Stonehill President Father Bartley MacPhaidfn , C .S .C . and Prime Minister of Ireland , Mr. Albert 
Reynolds . 
Irish Prime Minister Honored at Stonehill 
The Prime Minister of Ireland, Mr. 
Albert Reynolds, received an honorary Doc; 
tor of Laws degree from Stonehill on Sep; 
tember 14 in recognition of his 
accomplishments as a national leader and as 
a highly successful businessman. In addition 
to being Prime Minister, Mr. Reynolds is 
also the leaderofFianna Fail which is Ireland's 
largest political party. 
Prime Minister Reynolds is one of 
Ireland's most successful public figures and 
an entrepreneur of distinction. Within two 
years of being elected to Dail Eireann ( the 
Irish Parliament) in 1977, he was serving as 
a Cabinet Minister. Since thenhe has served 
as Minister for Posts and Telegraphs, Minis; 
ter for Transport, Minister for Industry and 
Energy, Minister for Industry and Commerce 
Archibald Cox Lecture 
◄ 
and Minister for Finance. In February 1992, 
Reynolds was elected Prime Minister. 
The creator ofa leading pet food manu; 
facturing company, Reynolds has also dem; 
onstrated his entrepreneurial talents in the 
entertainment industry, the meat process; 
ing industry and the export of Irish seafood. 
Prime Minister Reynold's visit to the 
College marked the completion of the 
Archive of Irish Government Documents at 
Stonehill. Under the auspices ofStonehill's 
Irish Studies program, the Archive has as; 
sembled a complete collection of all Irish 
government documents - parliamentary de­
bates, official reports and policy documents 
- since the founding of the Irish State in 
1922. Nosuchcollectionexists in the United 
States and this resource will be of value to 
scholars in many disciplines. 
A rchibald Cox, former special prosecutor 
appointed to investigate the W atergate political 
scandal in 1973, spoke on "W atergate: A 
Twenty Year Perspective, " in October at the 
Martin Institute. Mr. Cox is Professor of Law, 
Emeritus at Harvard University. 
Stonehill remembered alumnus, Rev. 
Richard Novak, C.S.C. at a Thirtieth Anni; 
versary Memorial Mass held in the Chapelof 
Mary at the College on January 21. Father 
Novak, a 1958 Stonehill graduate was killed 
during the exercise ofhis pastoral ministry in 
Bangladesh on January 16, 1964. 
The Rev. Richard Novak, C.S.C. Me­
morial Scholarship at Stonehill was estab; 
lished by Father Novak's brother, Michael 
Novak,Jr. and the Novak family. Theschol; 
arship is awarded annually by the scholar­
ship committee to a student who 
demonstrates excellence in the study of In; 
ternational Affairs or Religious Studies. 
Michael Novak is a 19 5 6 graduate of 
Stonehill and currently serves on the 
College's Board of Trustees. 
In observance of the thirtieth anniver; 
sary, Stonehill President Father Bartley 
MacPhaidin, C.S.C. said, "Father Novak led 
a life of Christian service which was dedi; 
cated to bringing the gift ofeducation to the 
people of Bangladesh, one of the world's 
poorest countries. A man of principles and 
compassion, he represented the best in the 
Holy Cross missionary tradition." 
In Memoriam 
This past year, the Stonehill Commu; 
nity mourned the loss of two former faculty 
members, each of whom pioneered the es; 
tablishment of the major departments in 
their fields of expertise at Stonehill. They 
are Professor Maryalice Moore and Professor 
Robert Reordan. 
Maryalice Moore, professor of chemis; 
try at Stonehill for twenty-six years, died on 
September 1, 1993. Professor Moore joined 
the faculty at Stonehill in 1955. Her compe; 
tency as a chemist and her love of teaching 
played important roles not only in the 
strength ening and development of the en­
tire science division at the College, but also 
in the eventual formation of the chemistry 
department in 1959. Professor Moore served 
as chairperson of the department for eigh­
teen years. 
Colonel Robert A. Reordan, professor 
of political science at Stonehill for twenty; 
three years, died on September 24, 1993. 
Professor Reordanjoined the faculty in 1962 
and for the next 23 years, brought special 
attributes and talents which enriched the 
College and his colleagues. While at 
Stonehill, Professor Reordan was instrumen­
tal in the establishment of the political sci­
ence department. 
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Film Series - "Changes, Challenges and Choices" 
_. A panel discussion on the topic of Sexism, moderated by WHDH (CBS) Boston radio 
personality JanetJeghelian was held at the Martin Institute in November. The discussion was 
part of"Changes, Challenges and Choices: Prejudice onTrial," a six,part series on hatred and 
prejudice sponsored by the Stonehill Jewish,Catholic Steering Committee. Panelists in, 
eluded (seated from left): Catherine Sabaitis '75, Associate Justice, Probate and Family Court, 
Plymouth County; Professor Robert Carver, Associate Director ofthe Martin Institute; Janet 
J eghelian; Robert Jarvis, Principal, Brockton High School. Standing from left: Susan Kaplan, 
Kaplan Financial Services; Monica Adams, a Psychiatric Nurse at the Arbour Hospital in 
Boston; Doreen Le Vasseur, Massachusetts Teachers Association; Professor Jean Aurelio, 
Stonehill's Business Administration Department; and Leslie Cohen, Vice President, Temple 
Beth Amunah, Brockton. 
Equestrian Team 
_. Stonehill's Equestrian Team is working on another successful year of competition. Last 
year, for the first time in its twelve year history, the team's Regional standing earned a spot in 
the National Championships co1npetition. The team placed seventh in the prestigious 
competition which took place in Ohio last May. Pictured above is Coach Bill Barber and the 
1992,93 Championship Team. This year's team is currently in first place in the region. 
New Appointments advocacy programming with special empha, 
Dwayne Sparks has been appointed to sis on students of color. Dwayne previously 
the position of Director of the State Street served as the Coordinator for Students of 
Scholars Progra1n and Coordinator of Ad, Color Recruitment at Framingham State 
missions and Academic Services for Inter, College, and as Account Administrator at 
cultural Affairs. Dwayne oversees and the State Street Bank & Trust Company in 
administers the daily activities associated Boston. 
with the State Street Scholars in Business Mary,Margaret Doyle has joined the 
Program. He assists in Stonehill's enroll, Office ofCampus Ministry as Campus Min, 
ment management efforts specifically as they ister and facilitator of the 'Into the Streets' 
relate to recruiting, advising, retention and Program. Mary,Margaret oversees the com, 
munity service programs and serves as a 
resource for volunteerism and service learn, 
ing on campus. Mary--Margaret comes to 
Stonehill with a bachelor ofarts degree from 
the College of the Holy Cross and a master 
ofarts degree in theological studies from the 
Weston School ofTheology. Previous to her 
studies at Weston, Mary,Margaret served in 
the Jesuit Volunteer Corps. 
Father Bartley MacPhaidfn, C.S.C. 
Receives Honorary Doctorate 
Stonehill President Father Bartley 
MacPhaidfn, C.S.C. was awarded an Hon, 
orary Doctor of Science Degree from 
Yaroslavl State University, Yaroslavl, Rus, 
sia, in October in a ceremony held at 
Yaroslavl. Stonehill established a student 
and faculty exchange program withYaroslavl 
State University in 1990. 
N akamichi Concert Series 
The music of J .S. Bach, including the 
complete "Musical Offering" was presented 
by "Benefit Street" in November at the 
Martin Institute. The concert is part of the 
classical music concert series presented by 
Stonehill and the E. N akamichi Founda, 
tion. For information about concert sched, 
ules contact Sister Grace Donovan, S.U.S.C. 
at Stonehill at (508) 230--1487. 
Mystery Painting 
Do you know the identity of this man? 
This portrait was recently found in a storage 
area ofDonahue Hall. We have been unable 
to identify the gentleman who posed for the 
portrait. If anyone knows who this man is, 
please call the Office ofCollege Relations at 






gave the following remarks upon 
receiving the award at a ceremony 
held in Donahue Hall in December. 
F
ather MacPhaidfn, members of the 
Alumni Council, members of the 
Board of Trustees, Fran, George, Fr. 
Kruse, Dr. Petti, Dr. Phelan, Fr. McCarthy, 
Karen, Mary Donna, my parents, my hus-­
band, Ross, my children, Heather, Jeremy 
and Nikia, my sisters and brothers, and 
friends. 
It is with a deep sense of humility that 
I stand before you tonight and accept this 
award for in the days since .Mary Donna 
called me from the Alumni Office, I have 
many times spanned the 18 years of my life 
since I walked across the quad, my diploma 
grasped proudly in my hand, and I remain 
amazed that I should be honored for simply 
living my life as I have and, that is, with a 
passionate belief that each and every child 
born into this world deserves love, respect, 
and every opportunity to grow. It is a life 
which has been both rich with joy and 
sprinkled with sorrow, and it is a life which 
I would not and could not have lived in any 
other way. 
I can remember a night when I was a 
junior at Stonehill, and well after midnight, . 
I stood on the hill of the Big House, under 
thousands of burning stars and having just 
finished a massive term paper exploration of 
James Joyce, I decided then that I was not 
going to do the same thing everyone else was 
going to do with their life, or more exactly, 
if I was going to do the same thing, I was 
going to do it in a different way - in a way 
that no one elsehad ever done before. It was, 
I am sure, no more than the fervent wish of 
many other college students ( or even a vain-­
glorious lout), to stand apart, and make a 
mark in the world, entirely their own. 
That was one moment of many, under 
the dark, night skies where constellations 
twinkled in all their glory, or in the warmest 
sunshine of leaf crunching walks on late 
autumn afternoons through the many paths 
that 'crissed and crossed' the campus. It was 
one of the moments of a journey through 
Stonehill and all it came to mean to me in a 
search for my own path, my own spirituality, 
my own God. 
I spent three years at Stonehill, gather-­
ing and sorting, and slowly I emerged with a 
spirit who was uniquely mine. Not a God of 
anyone else's bible, or anyone else's doc-­
trine, or anyone else's theology, but a spirit 
that came to me in Dr. Petti's quick and 
endless questions of religion, and philoso--
phy and theology, and in Father Keenan's 
demands for ·rhe perfect oral reading of 
Chaucer in Old English, and his laborings 
over each and every word and passage of 
Shakespeare. It was a spirit that crept through 
Dr. Kenneally's quiet pursuit of history, and 
danced more quickly, albeit sometimes con-­
troversially, in the tutelage of Drs. O'Keefe 
and Twomey, who pressed me on to become 
a scholar in my own right. It was a spirit that 
instilled a reverence for hu1nan life and 
created a sense ofresponsibility for all things 
given and one by man in the name of medi-­
cal science in Paul Gastonguay's awe--induc-­
ing lectureofbiology andman's responsibility 
to man and all things living. For me, per-­
haps, most of all, my spirit took wing in the 
quiet appreciation and never ending confi-­
dence that Frank Phelanhad in my ability to 
re~d and write and to muse endlessly over 
the lyrical, political and theological minds 
of countless Irish bards, and took not only 
my soul but myself to Ireland, as well, as one 
of the first group of Stonehill students to do 
an interim semester of study at the School 
for Irish Studies in Dublin. 
And in a chapel, that did not stand in 
the center of Stonehill's campus, but lay 
neatly, and quietly tucked in a corner of the 
lowest level of the academic building and in 
the very real touch ofFather McCarthy, who 
ate with us in the student cafeteria, and 
cheered with us at basketball games, and 
counseled and communed with us in that 
tiny little chapel, an impassioned spirit filled 
me who would carry me away from Stonehill 
and through the most difficult moments of 
my life. A spirit that held me high and 
transported me through endless days in an 
Intensive Care Unit to a place where I could 
give my son to God. A place that I had found 
at Stonehill and that I realized in those days 
was ever present within me. And in leading 
me back to that place, I yearned deeply to 
treasure children who had no one to treasure 
them. In my mind, time and again, I came 
back to Stonehill, and renewed my promises 
made under the stars, and on the paths, to 
Patricia Hanley-­
McCurdy '75 (seated) 
with husband, Ross 
and daughter, Nikia. 
Standing (from left) is 
son , ] eremy, parents, 
Mr. and Mrs . James 
E. Hanley, and 
daughter, Heather . 
live my life differently, and to make my own 
mark. 
I have journeyed many places since 
those days, as a wife, and a teacher, and a 
mother, and an attorney. I have fulfilled my 
greatest passions as a mother, and as an 
advocate for children, for I shall always be-­
lieve that one never stands closer to God, 
nor is more exquisitely begged to do his 
work, than when one holds the life ofa child 
in one's hands, and I believe that I have been 
blessed beyond measure for the thousands of 
times and countless ways in which I have 
served God in loving and protecting each of 
his unfinished miracles. 
I have, perhaps chosen a path less fol-­
lowed, but in so doing, I have forever set my 
gaze upon the stars. Stars whichhave held an 
umbrella of protection over my family and 
kept us all blessedly, together, and close to 
one another. Stars which have kept, forever 
in their light, a husband who has remained 
steadfast even when I have chosen a path 
which he himself would not have chosen. 
Stars which have brought us four beautiful 
children, each so unique and differently 
given. Stars which have given me the energy 
and love to give protection and voices to 
children, who though not born to me but 
who have been no less my own. But most of 
all, the stars seemed to have carried my 
spirit, which has transported me back, time 
and again, to this place, whenever I have 
believed that the stars were out of reach, or 
too obscure to be seen in this life, and that 
spirit has shown me time and again, that the 
stars still burn brightly not only in the heav-­
ens but on my own small piece of this Earth 
as well. 
For the mind that you nurtured, the 
places you have preserved and created for 
the spirit to soar, and for the wings you gave 
me to fly to the many places where I have 
touched and been touched by His love, and 
most of all, for never installing floodlights 
that obscured or outshone the stars, I thank 




John Brebbia is vice chairman of the Nevada 
Governor's Committee for Education relating to 
the Holocaust and was elected chairman of the 
Humanities Committee in September. In addi, 
tion, John is an attorney and chairman of the 
board at Composite Power Corp. John and his 
wife, Patricia, live in Las Vegas, NV and are the 
parents of two children. 
Lou Gorman has been named executive vice, 
president for baseball operations for the Boston 
Red Sox. Lou and his wife, Mary Lou, reside in 
Weston. 
1957 
Paul Flynn of Durham, NH has been named 
director of marketing and public relations for 
Strawbery Banke Museum in Portsmouth, NH. 
Rev. Thomas Clarke, C.S.C., professor of re, 
ligious studies and history at Stonehill addressed a 
1993 Collegium conference at Fairfield Univer, 
sity. 
1959 
Rev. Bartley MacPhaidin, C.S.C., President 
of Stonehill College, was elected to the South 
Regional Board ofBayBank. In addition, the Irish 
CulturalCentreofBoston named Fr. MacPhaidin 
its "Man of the Year" and presented him with its 
outstanding achievement award for his contribu, 
tions to the preservation of Irish culture and 
heritage. 
1960 
James Woodworth, a retired Brockton High 
School English teacher is a birdcarver and teacher 
of birdcarving. His work has appeared at the 
Stonehill library. James' wife, Marilyn (Fiske) 
'57, is a teacher in Bridgewater. They have three 
children and reside in Brockton. 
1961 
Joseph Schuster of Niagara Falls, NY is the 
executive director ofFLARE, Inc. in Buffalo, NY. 
Rev. Laurence Olszewski, C.S.C., former vice, 
president for external affairs at King's College in 
Pennsylvania, is pursuing graduate studies at the 
University of California,Berkeley. 
1962 
Paul Daly was promoted to inspector,deputy 
assistant director in the Criminal Investigations 
Division with theFederal Bureau ofInvestigation. 
Paul and his wife, Elaine, have two children and 
make their home in Maryland. 
Charles Snow, Jr. ofWoodstock, CT received 
a doctorate inbusiness administration from Drexel 
University. Charles is a member ofthe accounting 
faculty at Rhode Island College. He and his wife, 
Antoinette (Authier) '62, have two children. 
1965 
John Drew is an advisory committee member 
of the Pine Street Inn's four year, $12 million 
Capital Campaign for Boston's homeless popula, 
tion. At present, John is president and chief ex, 
ecutiveofficerofthe World Trade Center, Boston. 
John and his wife, Kathleen, have four children 
and reside in Marblehead. 
Thomas Moore, professor ofmathematics and 
computer science at Bridgewater State College, 
was the recipient of the 1993 Northeastern Sec, 
ti on/Mathematical Association ofAmerica's award 
for distinguished college or university teaching of 
mathematics. Tom and his wife, Kathleen 
(Rafferty) '69, have four children and reside in 
Hanson. 
Twelve members of the Class of 1954, their wives and friends, met on Cape Cod last 
July for a cookout and get... together. According to Gene Connolly, a great time was had 
by all, many of who were seeing each other for the first time in over thirty--nine years. 
From left: Frank Manning, Larry Cashin, Paul Carey, Lou Williams, Bob Reagan, Ed 
Noone, Bill Storer, Al Birmingham, Joe Carroll, Gene Connolly, Dick Schiffman, and 
Ed Brady. 
1966 
William O'Malley was sworn in as president of 
the National District Attorneys Association in 
July of 1993. Bill is district attorney for Plymouth 
County (MA) and lives with his wife, Amy, and 
two sons in Brockton. 
Roberta Cairns is director of her native East 
Providence, RI library services. In addition, 
Roberta was recently named president of the East 
Providence Rotary Club. 
1967 
U.S. Air Force Col. James O'Brien assumed 
command of the 67th Intelligence Wing- one of 
the largest Air Force units located throughout the 
world. Along with his wife, Diane, and daughter, 
James resides in San Antonio, TX. 
Rev. Wilfred Raymond, C.S.C., has been 
named pastor of St. Francis de Sales parish in 
Bennington, VT. 
1968 
Arlene (Braga) Golden recently completed 
her master's degree in religious studies at Gonzaga 
University. She resides in Spokane, WA with her 
husband, Daniel, and their two children. 
Richard Yanikoski of Walkerton, IN was ap, 
pointed director of the Chaddick Institute at 
DePaul University, Chicago, IL. In addition to his 
duties supporting teaching and research regarding 
land use and urban infrastructure, Richard re, 
mains an associate professor and director of the 
Public Services Graduate Program at DePaul. 
Richard and his wife, Wendy, have three daugh, 
ters. 
1969 
Judith McDowell of East Falmouth has been 
named director of theWoods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution's Sea Grant Program. Judy and her 
husband, John Molongoski, have two children. 
1970 
Dolores Gatley of Brockton was appointed 
placement director for the Brockton and Middle, 
boro campuses of the Kinyon,Campbell Business 
School. 
Joanne Izbicki recently returned to the United 
States from a lengthy stay in Japan. Joanne is 
making her home in Ithaca, NY. 
1971 
Richard Fruci ofSunCity Center, FL received 
a law degree from the New England School of 
Law. Richard and his wife, Doreen (DeFreitas) 
'82, have two children. 
1972 
Rev. Richard Mazziotta, C.S.C., associate 
professor of religious studies at Stonehill, has been 
appointed local Religious Superior for the Holy 
Cross community. 
Gail (Glidden) Duffy of Franklin has been 
named division chairperson for the Humanities 
and Social Science Departments at Dean Junior 
College. In addition, Gail is an assistant professor 
of English at Dean. Gail and her husband, Kevin 
'70, have three children. 
Millie DelGrosso of Vero Beach, FL has re, 
ceived the "Book of Golden Deeds" award from 
the Exchange Club of Vero Beach for her exten, 
sive community service efforts. Millie is an adoles, 
cent substance abuse social worker/counselor at 
Vero Beach High School and is pursuing her 
doctorate in education at Nova University. 
1974 
Lois (MacCoun) Carr is an outreach coordi, 
nator for Bourne Outreach where she ensures that 
homebound and elderly people receive necessary 
services and assistance. Lois and her husband, 
Stephen '7 4, reside in Pocasset with their son. 
Joseph Bonica was promoted to state manager 
of TCI Cablevision of Oregon. His wife, 
Diane(McNicholas) '74, published her fourth 
educational curriculum materials book entitled, 
Little Kids Write Books Too. Joseph, Diane and 
their three children live in Tualatin, OR. 
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Julia MacDonnell '70 and family 
February 1994 will mark a momentous time 
in Jnlia MacDonnell's life. Her first novel, A 
Year of Favor, will be publish ed by William 
Morrow & Co. As Julia states, "The novel's 
publication is the culmination of two decades 
of literary effort that began during my under~ 
graduate years at Stonehill where I was a 
studen t writer and editor for both the Cairn 
and Summit." In addition , Julia credits much 
of her development as a writer to her four--year 
experience at Stonehill. She feels that, "it 
(her novel) speaks well for my early education 
as an English major at Stonehill.') 
As an undergraduate in the late 1960s, Julia 
remembers thre~ faculty member$ who had a 
profound influence on her career develop-­
ment: Fr. Joseph Keena, C.S.C., Professor of 
English, Peter Beisheim, Professor of Reli-­
gious Studies, and Richard Finnegan, Profes-­
sor of Political Science. Following her 
graduation from Stonehill, Julia held a series 
of jobs as a newspaper reporter. For a time, she 
covered court news and city government for 
the Paterson (NJ) News. Later, she worked for 
New Jersey's second largest newspaper, T he 
Asbury (NJ) ParkPress. lnaddition,Juliaholds 
a master of arts degree in English and creative 
writing from Temple University, as well as a 
master of science degree in journalism from 
Columbia University. Based on the academic 
preparatiOl) and challenges which she was 
exposed to at Stonehill, and later, her accom-­
plishments on the graduate school level, it is 




Jack McDevitt of Holliston is co--author of 
Hate Crimes: The Rising Tide of Bigotry and Blood-­
shed. In this book, Jack brings to light the personal 
stories and vulnerabilities of hate crime victims. 
Besides teaching atNortheastern University, writ~ 
ing and independent study tasks, Jack has trained 
police officers in ways ofhandling hate crimes and 
diversity.Jack and his wife, Janice, are the parents 
of two sons. 
Marianne (Samuelson) Alger has been named 
principal of the Father Holland Catholic Elemen-­
tary School in Pascoag, RI. She is currently pursu-­
ing a master's degree at Providence College. 
Marianne resides in Cumberland, RI with her 
husband, Donald, and their three children. 
Joanne (Loscalzo) Cavera has been chosen by 
the New Jersey Governor's Counsel to develop a 
At this time, Julia has had to limit her 
teaching schedule at Rowan College in New 
Jersey where she is a joumal ism instructor to 
accommodate her family andherwriting. Julia 
and her husband, Dennis Chang '71, who 
runs h is own consulting firm have three chil, 
dren: Marisa, age 4; Gabriel, age 8; and 
Suzanne, age 11. With a laugh , Julia claimed 
to be "busy enough" juggling her children's 
hectic schedules. In respect to her writing, 
Julia is under contract for two books. The 
second will be due sometime in 199 5. 
In a recent co1nmunication from Julia, she 
provides a plot summary of her soon to be 
published novel: 
A Year of Favor is set in an imaginary 
Central American country called Bella vista, a 
lush, tropical country devastated by a long and 
brutal c ivil war. Its narrator, Elizabeth 
Guerrera, news correspondent for the New 
York Herald-- Sun, finds her loyalties painfully 
divided between American midwife Mary 
Healy and Gen. Victor Rivas Valdez, defense 
ministerofthe nation's junta. Lizzie's personal 
involvement with the general soon sends her 
life spinning dangerously outofcontrol - and 
her quest for truth becomes instead a quest for 
personal redemption. 
In a sense, Julia's extensive travel through 
Central and South America fueled her fasci, 
nation with this geographical region and ere; 
ated a focal point for her novel. The stark 
con trast between poor and wealthy, as well as 
the blatant systems of repressive government 
in th is area, left a lasting impression on Julia. 
She was particularly struck by the great spiri-­
tual wealth held by those who had so little in 
the way of material possessions. 
W ith A Year of Favor, Julia acknowledges 
that the plot is concerned with social justice 
but she does not want the book to become a 
propaganda piece. Clearly, she would hope to 
see some interest stimulated concerning Cen~ 
tral An1erica. Still, Julia felt strongly that her 
novel's primary purpose is to entertain. If the 
jacketcopy of her new novel is any indication 
of Julia's literary abilities, then she can expect 
much in the way of reader appreciation. It 
reads: "A Year of Favor is a timely first novel 
that will win a devoted readership for Julia 
MacDonnell. H er taut, sometimes brutal prose 
and her ability to cut to the heart of human 
nature establish her as an importan t new voice 
in fiction." 
comprehensive program aimed at reducing adult 
illiteracy in the workplace. She and her husband, 
Carl, live in Dumont, NJ with their three chil­
dren. 
1976 
Anthony Balsamo has been named to the 
board of directors of Technical Aid Corp. in 
Newton Lower Falls, where he also serves as 
corporate vice,president. Anthony and h is wife, 
Mary (Ambrose) '76, reside in Cantonwith their 
three children. 
Susan (Rzewuski) Washburn is community 
relations coordinator of the Little Company of 
Mary Hospital in Torrance, CA. Susan and her 
husband, Rick, live in Torrance with their three 
children. 
Rev. James Boffetti, C.S.C., of Newmarket, 
NH received a law degree from the University of 
Maine School of Law. Jim passed the New Hamp~ 
shire Bar and works as a public defender in 
Rockingham County, N H. 
James Ward recently established The W ard 
Group, a W oburn,based executive search firm 
specializing in marketing and communications. 
He and his wife, Anne (DeSouza) '76, live in 
Melrose with their three children. Anne is an 
administrative law judge with the Massachusetts 
Labor Relations Commission. 
1977 
William Ryan has been admitted to practice 
law in the state of Rhode Island. A member of the 
Law Office of Oscar J. Ryan in his native 
Blackstone, MA, William and his wife, Cecile, 
have a son. 
Ann (Rodrigues) O'Leary of New Bedford is 
an instructional media specialist in the New 
Bedford Public Schools. She recently was the 
recipien t of a gold level "Cable in the Classroom 
Innovation Award." Ann and her husband, Paul, 
have two sons. 
1978 
Burke McCarthy has been promoted to re, 
gional manager and vice presidentfor professional 
imaging of the Eastman Kodak Company's Los 
Angeles region. Burke, his wife, Janet, and their 
son live in Brea, CA. 
1979 
Stephen Langelier of Derry, NH is an owner 
and vice president/treasurer of New England Elec, 
trical Sales, Inc. Stephen and his wife, Sandy, 
have three children. 
Susan (Koury) Smith was promoted to vice, 
presiden t of Office Specialists Corporation in 
W akefield. Susan resides in Medford with her 
husband, Austin, and their son. 
Robert Mulhern of Belmon t has taken a leave 
of absence as manager of new production intro-­
ductions at Haemonetics Corp. in Braintree to 
pursue a master of science degree in finance from 
Boston College. Robert and his wife ,Tina, have a 
daughter. 
Doug McIntyre of North Hollywood, CA has 
written the cover story for the January 1994 issue 
ofAmerican History Illustrated magazine. His piece, 
entitled "Wings for Man ," is a profile of the lives 
and legacy of Wilbur and Orville Wrigh t. Doug is 
also president of Bialystock & Bloom Theatrical 
Productions, Inc. in Los Angeles, CA. 
1980 
Jim Fitzgerald has been promoted to senior 
manager inchargeofsystems consultantsatN eedel, 
Welch & Stone, P.C . Jim and his wife, Anne 
(Brewster) '82, have three children and live in 
Carver. 
Cathy (Labresh) Brooks of Acton is a senior 
project editor at Houghton Mifflin Co. in Boston. 
Cathy and her husband, Stephen, have a son. 
Ann Cruise has returned home to Canton 
from a short stay in Hawaii. She resumed her 
duties as a first grade teacher at the Dean S. Luce 
School in Canton. 
Dawn (Leonard) Dow was promoted to assis-­
tant vice president at Bristol County Savings 
Bank in T aunton. She resides in East Taunton 
with her husband, Christopher. 
Arthur Bregoli Jr., M.D. has been appointed 
to the staffat Shore Shore Hospital. H e specializes 
in internal medicine, serves as an instructor at 
Boston University and is medical director of Welch 
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At a recent Bodega Bay, CA reunion ofStonehill alumni who are serving as HolyCross 
Associates on the West Coast, FatherLaurence Olszewski, C.S.C., '61 met with (from 
left), Anne Marie Burke '93, ColleenFord '93, Mary Cummings '89, Joanne Calore '89, 
and Jason Lampke '92. 
H ealthcare and Retirement Group. Arthur lives 
in Braintree with his wife, Anne, and their two 
daughters. 
1981 
Robyn (Grimes) Hornstein is the religious 
education coordinator for the Catholic commu, 
nity in Fulda, Germany. Robyn and her husband, 
Richard, a first lieutenant in the U.S. Army, have 
two daughters. 
Aurora Cammarata ofBoston has been named 
New England regional manager for business de, 
velopment at Tishman Construction Corpora, 
tion in Boston. 
Ludi Jagminas, M.D. h as been appointed in, 
structor of medicine at the Brown University 
School of Medicine. Ludi is an attending physi, 
cianatRhode Island Hospital and lives in Cranston 
with his wife, Regina, and their child. 
Paul Bixby received a master's degree in busi, 
ness administration from Brenau University in 
Gainesville, GA. He is currently south east terri, 
tory manager for Blue M Electric inLawrenceville, 
GA. Paul and his wife, Deborah, live in Snellville, 
GA. 
Daniel Persechini has been elected vice,presi, 
dent of finance for Waltha1n,based BayBanks 
Associates Inc. Daniel and his wife, Tiffany, re, 
side in Brockton. 
Dennis Glennon of Walpo_le received a pro, 
motion to east coast sales manager for MIDAC 
Corporation, a manufacturer of scientific equip, 
ment for the environmental monitoring market. 
Dennis and his wife, Debbie, have three children. 
Michael Yunits, president ofYunits Engineer, 
ing, h as been named chairman of the board of the 
Metro South Chamber of Commerce. Michael 
lives in H olbrook with his wife, Erin, and their 
four children. 
1982 
Dennis Carman of Halifax was named execu, 
t ive director of the Brockton Coalition for th e 
Homeless. Dennis and his wife, Theresa 
(Hennigan) '82, h ave a daughter. 
Tracy Collins has become a principal in the 
law firm of Waller, Smith & Palmer in New 
London, CT.Tracy resides in Waterford, CT with 
her husband, David, and their son. 
Jane Cichon of Providence, RI is a senior 
technical writer for Rhode Island Blue C ross. 
Neal Sullivan is vice,president of listings and 
government regulation for the Boston Stock Ex, 
change. A native of Quincy, Neal earned a law 
degree from Suffolk U niversity. 
Curt Lopes II is assistant credit manager at 
Neiman Marcus in Boston. He was recently cho, 
senas "Boston's Best," awarded to an employee for 
outstanding customer service. Curt served as the 
chairman ofHomecoming Day Fair in Fairhaven, 
which benefits the Fairhaven ImprovementAsso, 
ciation. 
1983 
John Luti, Sr. was named business manager of 
the Holbrook Public Schools. John, his wife, 
JoAnn, and their five children make their home 
in Holbrook. 
Marie Cooney of Delano, MN is working in 
theatre, television and film as a stagehand and 
technician. As a playwright, Marie's works have 
been read at the Playwright's Center in Minne, 
apolis. 
Daniel Witkowski, M.D. of Melrose has joined 
Brian W. O'Connor, M.D. as an associate in the 
practice of obstetrics and gynecology. Daniel and 
his wife, Pamela, h ave three children. 
Susan (Meschwitz) Sarazen received a doctor, 
ate in che1nistry from Brown University. Susan 
works as a research scientist at Hybridon Inc. in 
Worcester developing anti,HIV drugs. She re, 
sides inSaunders town, RI withher husband, Amie. 
Carol (Melchin) Mullen of Braintree earned 
certification as a teacher of moderate special 
needs and a master of education degree from 
Bridgewater State College. Carol is the educa, 
tional coordinator at the Mathoms/Lovering 
School in Brockton. She and her husband, Paul 
'84, have a daughter. 
Diane (Duggan) English is the payroll man, 
ager for Uno Restaurants, Inc. in West Roxbury. 
Diane and her husband, Louis, live in Abington. 
1984 
Andrew and Rhonda (Costa) MacLeod '82 
have opened a coffeehouse at the First Congrega, 
tional Church ofFairhaven. The couple organizes 
folk music performances and poetry readings to 
provide constructive, performing arts opportuni, 
ties for young people. Andrew teaches science and 
computer literacy at Taunton Catholic Middle 
School while Rhonda teaches computer literacy 
at Westport Middle School. They live in New 
Bedford with their two children. 
Corey Cardoza is a sales assistant for Armand's 
Carpet and Linoleum Co. Inc. inhishometown of 
New Bedford. 
Richard Young of Scotts Valley, CA is a 
brewmaster for Seabright Brewery in Santa Cruz, 
CA. Richard and his wife, Noelle, have a <laugh, 
ter. 
Jennifer (Dickie) Cook was awarded a master 
ofbusiness administration degree by Suffolk Uni, 
versity. Jennifer is a senior trainer at the Boston 
Five Cents Savings Bank in Quincy and resides in 
Whitman with her husband, David. 
Lynn McGuire of Hingham was promoted to 
human resources administrator at Bingham, Dana 
& Gould of Boston. 
Timothy Walsh was promoted to associate 
marketing manager at H arvard Community 
Health. Tim and his wife, Sally (Walsh) '84, 
have a son and reside in Marshfield. 
Elaine Nee of West Des Moines, IA is a sales, 
promotional and L.P.G.A. tour representative for 
Titleist and Foot,Joy Worldwide. 
1985 
Arthur Hood of Beverly is a senior systems 
analyst at Dynamics Research Corporation in 
Andover. He and his wife, Marianne (McManus) 
'84, have three children. 
Paul Buckley has been appointed assistant 
trade marketing manager of the Hood lee Cream 
Division. Paul, his wife Brenda, and their <laugh, 
ter, live in Natick. 
James Ciapciak recently received the outstand, 
ing alumni association award for community ser, 
vice and alumni organization on behalf of the 
Notre Dame Club of Boston.James is a graduate of 
the University ofNotre Dame Law School and is 
an attorney with the Boston firm of Campbell & 
Associates. He resides with his wife, Kerry 
(Grattan) '85, and their two children in Walpole. 
Douglas Gould is completing a critical care 
internship in the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit at 
Pennsylvania State University Medical Center in 
Hershey, PA where he is also a staff nurse. Douglas 
and his wife, Rebecca, live in Hershey, PA. 
John Herman of Manomet was recently 
awarded a $10,000 prize for his A1nerican Express 
Travel Related Services essay entitled "Filling the 
Jobs of the Future." He is pursuing a master of 
professional studies degree at Cornell University's 
School of Hotel Administration. 
1986 
Joseph Beek of Natick has joined N eworld 
Bank's Commercial Banking as an assistant vice, 
president. 
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Paula Goldman of Brockton is a senior claims 
representative for Bradlees Inc. in Braintree. Re-­
cently, Paula received recognition for her work 
with the United Way. 
Rosanne (Skibo) Foust is director of U.S. 
operations for Alsace (France) Development 
Agency located in Los Angeles. She recently 
graduated from the Executive Management Pro-­
gramatUCLA'sJohnAnderson Graduate School 
of Management. Rosanne resides with her hus-­
band, Joseph, in Hawthorne, CA. 
1987 
Laurie (Callahan) McCall is a collections spe--
cialist at NYNEX Information Resources Co. in 
Middleton. Laurie lives in Melrose with her hus-­
band, Thomas. 
W. Scott Palladino received a master of busi-­
ness administration degree from Bentley College. 
Scott is an underwriting supervisor for Liberty 
Mutual in Weston and lives with his wife, Lisa 
(Young) '87, in Franklin. 
John McGrath Ill, M.D. ofRaynham recently 
graduated from the University of Vermont Col-­
lege of Medicine. Following his internship at the 
Faulkner Hospital in Jamaica Plain, he will be a 
resident at the New England Medical Center, 
Boston, specializing in radiation oncology. 
Amy Andruk is the manager of employee 
benefits at Brockton Hospital. She received a 
master ofbusiness administration degree from the 
University of Massachusetts/Dartmouth and re-­
sides in Lakeville. 
Mark Eagan of Mansfield recently graduated 
from the Institute for Organization Manage1nent 
program at the University of Delaware, which is 
designed to help Chamber of Commerce and 
association executives improve their knowledge 
and skills. Mark is the president and chief execu-­
tive officer of the Metro South Chamber ofCom-­
merce based in Brockton. 
Beth (Sluben) McCarthy is an account execu-­
tive at EMI, a strategic direct marketing agency in 
Boston. Beth and her husband, Dennis, live in 
Somerville. 
Lisa (Gentile) Tunucci teaches seventh grade 
science at Fairfield Woods Middle School, 
Fairfield, CT. Lisa and her husband, Peter, live in 
Monroe, CT. 
Holly (Misto) Thomas, O.D. received a doc, 
tor of optometry degree from the New England 
College of Optometry in Boston. Holly is an 
optometrist at the Newington VA Hospital in 
Newington, CT. She and her husband, Stephen, 
reside in Manchester, CT. 
Jill (Murphy) Waldron teaches business courses 
at Laural ton Hall High School in Milford, CT.Jill 
and her husband, Brian, live in Waterbury, CT 
with their son. 
1988 
Martha Reardon received a master's degree in 
business administration from the Bentley Gradu-­
ate School ofBusiness. Martha resides in Belmont 
and is the director of managed care at Quincy 
Hospital. 
Joan Herderhurst of Arlington is a part--time 
special projects administrator at the New England 
Deaconess Hospital and a full--time graduate stu-­
dent at the Harvard School of Public Health. 
John Martin ofNorwood received a law degree 
from the New England School of Law. 
Leanne (Duca) Farnkoff was promoted to 
manager ofrating and finance in the underwriting 
department at Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Maine. 
Leanne lives in Cape Elizabeth, ME with her 
husband, Thomas. 
Deborah Dusoe of Woburn, is a recruiter for 
Boston University's Computer Career Programs. 
Michael DesMarais is a certified public ac-­
countant and associate at Account Pros in Bos-­
ton. Michael and his wife, Deborah, reside in 
Natick. 
Mary Hannan isspendinga year at the Univer-­
sity of England where she is pursuing a master of 
science degree in biomedical engineering. 
Thomas O'Neill is an associate with the Stam, 
ford, CT law firm of Ryan, Ryan, Johnson, C lear 
and Deluca. H e and his wife, Suzanne 
(DeGiacomo) '89, reside in Norwalk, CT. 
Wendy Slade ofSouth Thomaston, ME i the 
director of finance and human resources at the 
Transportation Museum in Owl's Head, ME. 
Diane Demers ofWashington, DC, received a 
master1s degree in international relations from 
George Washington Univer ity. he b working 
for an international <levelopment con ulting 
company managing projects in Eastern Europe 
and Russia. 
James Souza of Mansfield ha · joined Neworld 
Bank's Commercial Banking Group a an a i , 
tant vice--president. 
Deborah (Rose) Determan i a teacher at the 
St. Theresa School in West Roxbury. he and her 
husband, John, live in West Roxbury. 
Lisa (Malinowski) Alkhudr wa awarded a 
master of arts degree in English a5 a econd lan, 
guage/bilingual tudies from the Univer ity of 
Massachusetts/Boston. Li a is the as i tanl direc-­
tor ofadmission at Quincy College and live with 
her husband, MohaLnmad, in Quincy. 
Susan Ritota of Vineyard Haven received a 
master of arts degree in teaching with a 1nath, 
ematics concentration frotn Bridgewater tate 
College. Susan teaches 1nath at Martha's Vine-­
yard Regional High School in Oak Bluff. 
Peter Durfee of Brockton i enrolled in the 
Certified Financial Planner(CFP) program at the 
College for Financial Planning. As a personal/ 
financial planner for IDS/ AmericanEx pre , Peter 
qualified for IDS' silver tea1n which recognize the 
top 10% of IDS planners nationwide( out of 7,500 
individuals) for commitment to financia l plan-­
ning and business obtained. 
Jackie (Lusignan) McKnight teaches fifth, 
grade in the Nashua, NH School District. Jackie 
resides in Amherst, NH with her husband, 
Michael, and their daughter. 
Amy (Swansburg) Kelleher is a enior profe •, 
sional sales representative with Bristol--Myer 
Squibb Pharmaceutical Corporation. Amy and 
her husband, Paul, live in Mashpee. 
Shawn O'Rourke of West Roxbury is associ-­
ated with the litigation department of Barron & 
Stadfeld, P.C. in Boston. Shawn is a graduate of 
the Suffolk University School of Law and is a 
member ofboth the Massachusetts and American 
Bar Associations as well as the Catholic Lawyers 
Guild. 
1989 
Karyn (Graham) McCarthy is a region sup-­
port coordinator for Johnson & Johnson Personal 
Products inSanta Ana, CA. She recently began a 
business called "Karyn Kards" which prints birth 
announcements, invitations, cards, resumes, etc. 
Karyn and her husband, Michael, live in San 
Clemente, CA. 
Deborah Ann (Ratte) Goodall, D.M.D. was a 
recent graduate from the Tufts University School 
of Dental Medicine. Deborah is a family dentist 
for Amerident Dental, Dracut, and resides in 
Billerica with her husband, David. 
Michele Mudrick of Stratford, CT plans to 
travel the world for a year. She will be visiting the 
Far East, Australia, parts of Africa, Egypt, Israel, 
Greece, Italy and France. 
Venison Turner has been promoted to senior 
systen1s specialist at NYNEX TRG in Boston. 
Venison and his wife, Shirley, have two children 
and live in West Bridgewater. 
Vincent Cerce, Jr. was promoted to program 
director ofchildren's ervices at Pembroke Hospi-­
tal. I le is also pur uing a doctorate at Northeast-­
ern University. Vincent and his wife, Carolyn, 
live in North Ea ton. 
Donna Maclean of Weyn1outh is pursuing a 
1na5rer' degree in education from Lesley College 
in Cambridge. 
Sean McGillicuddy of Tacoma, WA recently 
graduated from the Northwestern School of Law 
at Lewi!> & Clark College in Portland, OR. 
teven Vera of hrewsbury wa named assis-­
tant admtni trator at Mediplex of East 
Long1nca<low. He earned a 1naster of business 
admini nation <lcgrce with a specialization in 
health care management from the University of 
Connecticut. 
Maureen Carney of Canton received a law 
degree from uffolk Univer ity Law School. 
Kathleen (Reardon) Hickey was appointed 
a<ln1ini trarive <lirector of occupational health 
en ice at Morton Ho pical and Medical Center 
in Taunton. he live in Bridgewater with her 
husband, Robert '85. 
Mary Beth Tobin i · enrolled in the ma ter of 
finance degree progra1n at Bo ton College where 
. he al o crve a a graduate assistant coach for the 
worn.en' ba ketball team. 
1990 
Shawn Wal h wa a recent graduate fro1n the 
Ma achu ett tate Police Academy in New 
Braintree and will be as igned to the Bourne 
barrack . 
Ali on (Pardoz:i) Jennings completed a 
1naster' degree in coun eling from St. Joseph 
College, We t Hartford, CT and later earned a 
rate ofConnecticut gu i<lance counseling certifi-­
cate. Ali on i · a guidance counselor at the 
McAli ter Middle chool in Suffield, CT. She 
and her husband, Peter, live in outh Windsor, 
CT. 
Heather Brodie ofClinton received a master's 
degree in library science frorn SUNY at Albany, 
NY. Heather currently works as a reference librar; 
ian at the Fratningham Public Library. 
Martine (Laplante) Anderson is an install-­
ment technician in the retail annuity department 
at John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance in Bos-­
ton. Her husband, Rob '90, is the operations 
manager for Dean Witter in Wellesley. Martine 
and Rob live in Walpole. 
Christopher Mahoney ofChicago, IL is pursu-­
ing a master' degree in social sciences at the 
University of Chicago. 
Jeffrey Reilly received a master of business 
administration degree from Northeastern Uni-­
versity. He is an assistant product manager for 
Thompson & Formby in Memphis, TN where he 
resides with his wife, Catherine (Hubbard) '90. 
Andrea Cooper is a licensed clinical social 
worker and domestic violence victim/witness co-­
ordinator for the Norfolk County Sheriffs Office 
and Correctional Center in Dedham. She resides 
in Stoughton with her husband, Jack. 
Shirley Davenport, townclerk inSharon, spoke 
at the International Institute ofMunicipal Clerks 
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Conference held atSalve Regina College inNew; 
port, RI. Shirley and her husband, Dudley, live in 
Sharon and have four children. 
Stacey Cote of Saco, ME is attending Mt. Ida 
College's funeral service program. After earning 
his funeral director license, Stacey will be the 
fourthgeneration to joinhis family's Maine; based 
Cote Funeral Home. 
Steven Volpe ofBrockton has been authorized 
by the International Board of Standards and Prac; 
tices for Certified Financial Planners, Inc. to use 
the marks CFP and Certified Financial Planner. 
Christopher Kelter of Millersville, MD re; 
ceived a professional degree in public affairs from 
the School ofPublic andEnvironmental Affairs at 
Indiana University. Chris is employed at the 
Maryland International Division in Baltimore as 
a project manager. 
Larry Poirier is currently enrolled in North; 
eastern University's MBA program and resides in 
Braintree. 
1991 
Christopher Pepin of Stamford, CT received a 
master ofscience degree in computer science from 
the University ofConnecticut and is employed by 
the IBM Corporation's Stamford office as an asso; 
ciate programmer. 
Kristin Hummel of South Orange, NJ was 
awarded a master's degree in higher education 
administration from Illinois StateUniversity. She 
is a residence hall director at Seton Hall Univer; 
sity. 
Mary--Kathleen Foynes is in her second year at 
New York Law School. A resident of Katonah, 
NY, Mary;Kathleen is interning for the Honor; 
able Beverly S. Cohen. 
Kathleen Simmons of Medway is teaching first 
grade at the Parmenter Elementary School in 
Franklin. 
Mary Larkin of Manchester, NH received a 
master's degree in special education from Notre 
Dame College. Mary works as a behavioral spe; 
cialist for grades 1 ;4 in the Manchester schools. 
Colleen (Slattery) Garvey is a paralegal in the 
Career Criminal Division of the Manhattan Dis; 
trict Attorney's Office. Colleen resides in New 
York City with her husband, Lyle. 
James Murphy of Dorchester graduated from 
the Mt. Ida College funeral services program, 
passed his certification exams, and is a registered 
funeral director and embalmer for his family; 
owned Murphy Funeral Home Inc. 
Patricia Sullivan of Southboro is a travel con; 
sultant for the National Leisure Group in Boston. 
Tara Ricciardi of Revere is a teacher in the 
North Andover Public School system after hav; 
ing taught in California for two years. 
Colleen Root of Brighton graduated from Bos; 
ton College with a master's degree in biology and 
is working as a research technologist in the 
anaesthesia lab at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital. 
1992 
David Simas was recently elected to the 
Taunton School Committee. In addition, David 
is pursuing a law degree at Boston College. 
Heather Crowley of Quincy is an assistant 
manager ofinternational product marketing ( ten; 
nis) for Reebok International. She is based in 
Stoughtonandworkhas taken her throughout the 
U .S. as well as to China, Japan, Amsterdam, 
Germany, London and Mexico. 
Michelle Tomac has relocated from Oxford, 
CT to Quincy. She is employed by Bain and 
Company of Boston as a staff accountant in the 
general ledger division . 
Judith (Kirk) D'Agostino is pursuing a master's 
degree in counseling from Bridgewater State Col; 
lege and is the supervisor of the young parents' 
program for Catholic Charities CentreofBrockton. 
Judith resides in South Easton with her husband, 
George, and their son. 
Brian Rogers of Pembroke has joined Chase 
Kolb in Allen Food Brokers, Westwood as a retail 
sales merchandiser of the Boston Division. 
James Daddario of Franklin was promoted to 
vice;president and chief financial officer of the 
J.D. Daddario Co., Inc., of Franklin and Newton. 
Jeffrey Silva of Assonet earned a master of arts 
degree in Spanish from Middlebury College in 
Middlebury, VT and has resumed his duties as a 
patrol officer for the New Bedford Police Depart; 
ment. 
Kathleen Murphy of Duxbury returned to Suf; 
folk University Law School in Boston for her 
second year, where she received outstanding oral 
and written presentation awards as a first year 
student. 
Scott Dussault '93 
In late August, Scott Dussault began work 
as a CPA in the audit department at Ernst & 
Young. A few weeks before his full;time job 
began, he received his CPA exam results. 
Quite simply, they were outstanding. Scott 
achieved an average score of 94.25 when all 
four testing categories were tabulated. Inaddi; 
tion, he is a recipient ofan Elijah Watts Sells 
High Distinction Award which is conferred 
upon the top 100 scorers in the entire nation. 
Recently, Scott assisted with the construe, 
tion of a playground for the Center for Deaf 
Children inFramingham. He plans to become 
involved with such activities as Walks for the 
Homeless and the American Heart Associa; 
tion. Scott returned to Stonehill in mid-- Oc, 
tober to discuss the areas of Accounting/ 
Busine$S, the CPA Exam and recruiting with 
faculty and students. 
Another graduate of the 1993 class who 
was also recognized as an Elijah Watts Sells 
National High Distinction Award winner is 
Michael DupilL In September, Michael en; 
tered theBostontaxdepartmentofDeloitte& 
T ouche as a staff accountant. On his CPA 
Exam, Michael received an impressive aver; 
age score of 92. 75. In addition, Michael took 
andpassed all four parts of the Certified Man; 
agement Accounting Exam (CMA). To his 
Christine Hebert has been promoted from a 
sales assistant to promotion coordinator for Sassy 
magazine based inNew York City. Christine lives 
in New York City. 
Jeff Morrissey ofW ethersfield, CT is a teacher 
for the U .S. Peace Corps in the Ukraine. He 
teaches English as a foreign language to Ukrainian 
high school students and teachers. 
Jason Lampke finished a year of volunteer 
service as a Holy Cross Associate in Colorado 
Springs, CO working with abused children at the 
Cleo Wallace Center. He will con tribute a second 
year of volunteer service at a homeless shelter 
called Andre House. 
Jennifer Medeiros ofStoughton is enrolled at 
Tufts University where she is pursuing a master of 
science degree in computer science. In addition to 
her studies, Jennifer has embarked on an artifical 
intelligence research project with Tufts faculty 
members of the psychology and computer science 
departments. ~ 
Joseph Santilli of Hamden, CT is a salesman/ 
account execut ive for WATR Radio in Water; 
bury, CT. 
Michael Dupill '93 
credit, Michael sat for each of these exams in 
successive months. 
At last May's Commencement Ceremony, 
Michael was a recipient of the Hemingway 
Award for Academic Excellence. Michael's 
diligence and willingness to sacrifice is also 
reflected in the fact that he was a member of 
both the Lambda Epsilon Sigma and Delta Mu 
Delta Honor Societies. On October 18, 
Michael joined Scott for a meeting of the 
Stonehill College Accounting Association. 
This fall, Michael was accepted to Northeast, · 
ern University's master ofscience program in 
taxation. 
To put the achievements of Michael and 
Scott into perspective, the CPA exam is a 
grueling, two and one;half day exam which is 
administered twice a year. The four major 
categories of:Audit, Law, Practice and Theory 
are tested. Professor Debra lmbriani, Assistant 
Professor of Business Administration, indi; 
cated that approximately 10% of those who 
attempt the CPA exam on their first sitting 
will pass all four parts. Professor Imbriani 
continued by saying that "Individuals with 
initiative and the proper motivation are en; . 
couraged to take the CPA exam. Clearly, 
Scott and Michael shoulcl be lauded for their 
preparation and exemplary performances on 
this most challenging exam.'' 
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Timothy Driscoll has been accepted as a can-­
didate for priestly formation by Bishop Sean Patrick 
O'Malley, Bishop of the Diocese of Fall River. 
Timothy will also begin graduate studies in theol-­
ogy at MountSt. Mary's Seminary in Emmitsburg, 
MD. 
David Russo of Watertown is a legal assistant 
in the criminal division of the U.S. Attorney's 
Office in Boston. 
Donald Johnson of North Haven, CT is a fifth 
grade teacher at the Ridge Road Elementary School 
in North Haven. 
Pamela St. Louis of Fitchburg was selected to 
serve as a resource assistant volunteer through the 
Student Conservation Association and the U.S. 
Forest Service at the Hiawatha National Forest in 
Michigan. A graduate student at the University of 
Rhode Island, Pam conducted wildlife and nest 
box surveys, improved bird habitats by seeding 
and grasslands, and assisted with a black bear 
research project which included live trapping of 
bears. 
Cheryl--Anne Molchan of Sharon was ap-­
pointed director of corporate sales of Swissbtel 
Boston. Her responsibilities include collabora-­
tion with hospitality sales people and utilization 
of marketing strategies. 
Glenn Pafford of Portsmouth, NH is a police 
officer with the Wolfeboro, NH Police Depart-­
ment. From a class of 34 at the New Hampshire 
Police Academy, Glenn finished 4th and was 
chosen to receive the outstanding officer award 
for his class. 
Kristin Caldera of Canyon Country, CA is a 
first grade teacher in the Newhall School District, 
Newhall, CA. 
1993 
Michael Fiore is working as an investment 
service specialist for Shareholders Services Group 
in Boston. In addition, Michael has served as a 
member of the Recycling Committee in his home-­
town of Tewksbury since July 1993. 
Kevin Walsh recently graduated from the Mas-­
sachusettsState Police Academy inNew Braintree 
and will be assigned to the Yarmouth barracks. 
Ken Staffey of Brockton serves as assistan t 
director of Brockton Fights Back, a federally-­
funded partnership to prevent substance abuse 
and build a stronger community in the City of 
Brockton. 
Christina Cole ofWhitman has been accepted 
into the Tufts University Dental School of Medi-­
cine. 
Grace DaSilva ofN augatuck, CT is employed 
as a campaign associate for the United Way of 
Central Naugatuck Valley, Inc. 
Chad Forbes of North Attleboro works as a 
patient financia l service representative for 
Children's Hospital in Boston. 
David Cohen of the Stoughton Police Depart-­
ment recently received commendation for his 
apprehension and rescue of an alleged car thief 
from a burning vehicle. He is also pursuing a law 
degree at the New England School of Law. 
Jennifer Banks of Raynham has been pro-­
rooted to loan officer at Omega Financial, a 
Randolph--based mortgage lending and brokerage 
firm. 
David Allard ofPortsmouth, NHwas appointed 
account executive for A llard's Moving & Storage 
at the Newington, NH office. 
Daniel Flaherty of Quincy is pursuing a law 
degree at the New England School ofLaw, where 
his concentration is taxation law. 
Kristin Johnson of Madison , CT is working 
toward a master of arts degree in school psychol-­
ogy from Tufts University. 
Sandy Brown of Natick is a inarketing assis--
tant for the Wholesale Depot in Natick. 
Kevin White of Southboro is a teacher/case 
manager at the New England Center for Autisn1 
in Southboro. 
Lori Buttafoco of Holbrook is employed as a 
sales representative at Precision Securi ty Ser-­
vices, Inc. in Brockton. 
John Cashman of Brockton is pursuing a doc-­
torate in history from Bo ton College. 
Stacey (Michaud) Haskell is an accounting 
assistant to the controller at Dunhill T emporary 
Systems in Honolulu, HI. Stacey and her hus-­
band, W illiam, reside in Waipahu, HI. 
Heather Simas is a first year studen t at the 
Pennsylvania College of Pediatric Medic ine in 
Philadelphia, PA. In addition , she ha been 
awarded a merit scholarship from the College 
based on her exemplary undergraduate academic 
performance. 
Marriages 
Deborah Ann Ratte '89 to David Goodall, 8/93 
Colleen Slattery '91 to Lyle Garvey, 3/93 
Daniel P. Conlon '88 to Patric ia McLinden , 6/93 
Michael}. DesMarais '88 to Deborah A llen , 6/93 
Judith Kirk '92 to George D'Agostino, 11/92 
Martine Laplante '90 to Rob Anderson '90, 6/93 
Laurie Callahan '85 to Thoma McCall, 11/9 1 
Mary Galdins '92 to Geoffrey Carter, 6/93 
Michele Pepin '91 to Jack Knobloch '91, 10/93 . 
Alison Pandozzi '90 to Peter Jenning·, 6/93 
Amy Swansburg '88 to Paul Kelleher, 6/93 
Jackie Lusignan '88 to Michael McKnight, 7/90 
Holly Misto '87 to Stephen Thomas, 10/92 
Jill Murphy '87 to Brian Waldron, 6/92 
Diane Duggan '83 to Louis Engli h , 7/93 
Beth Sluben '87 to Dennis McCarthy, 6/93 
Lisa Gentile '87 to Peter T unucci, 6/93 
Blaire Caldwell '79 to Andrew Finestone, 5/93 
Doris Greto '79 to Donald G alczak, 6/93 
Nancy Flukes '92 to Robert Sorgi '85, 9/93 
Marianne Daly '87 to Thomas Baker, 6/93 
Patricia Ogilvie '92 to Patrick Besette '92, 7/93 
Dana David '90 to Michael Walsh '90, 6/93 
Colleen McMullen '90 to Michaei Bunner, 10/93 
Christine Frey '89 to Michael Petti '89, 9/93 
Phyllis Lattanzi '88 to James Landers '87, 8/93 
Donna Petzoldt '83 to Tiinothy McCarthy, 4/93 
John White '72 to Pamela Ward, 5/93 
Rhonda Garvin '93 to Brett Conaway '92, 7/93 
Lisa Nazzaro '85 to Frederick Ryer, Jr., 5/92 
Lynne Burgess '90 to Andrew Long, 5/93 
Denise Brennan '90 to Gregory Schock, 9/93 
Heather Romsey '89 to Stan Lockavitch, 8/93 
Susan Giannouloudis '89 to M ichael 
Iannantuoni, 2/93 
Kevin Nelson '88 to Mary Tarpinian, 10/93 
J.P. Sweezey '78 to Vilma Villanueva, 8/93 
Stacey Michaud '93 to William Haskell, 5/93 
Mary Heroux '86 to Patrick O'Malley, 9/93 
Elizabeth Eaton '89 to Robert Donofrio, 9/93 
Kristen Welch '92 to David Fasano, 9/93 
Kathleen Dunn '83 to Wayne Barthe, 9/93 
Timothy Tripp '91 to Lori Smith, 8/93 
New Arrivals 
Miche lle (Fresco) '86 an d John Archer, 
Bed1ninster, NJ, son, Jo eph Ellison, 10/15/93 
Margaret (Donohoe) '90 and David Lappin, 
Blumfield, NJ, son , David Michael Jr. , 12/5/93 
Mary Ann (Dri coll ) '85 and Richard Noone 
'83, Milton , <laughter, Brighid Mary, 9/15/93 
H olly (Deiana) '83 and M ichael Murphy, N. 
Providence, RI , daughter , Amanda Elisabeth, 
4/30/90 an<l E1nily Anne, 7 /7 /93 
Pamela (DeRoy) '85 and Kerry Hil , Meriden, 
CT , daugh ter, Kendall N icole, 8/24/93 
Kathryn (Romeo) '84 and Michael Boehman 
'85, Plymouth, on , John ~1ichael, 6/10/92 
Eva (Bogacki) '89 and John Spead, Baldwinsville, 
NY, daugh ter, O livia Marie, 5/15/93 
u an (Vogel) '83 and John Rose, Plymouth, 
son , John III, 8/17 /92 
Arthur ' 5 and Marianne (McManus) Hood 
'84, Beverly, on , Kevin Robert, 4/ 16/93 
James '80 an<l Anne (Brew ter) Fitzgerald '82, 
Carver, on , T yler John, 8/1 1/93. 
Jackie (Lu ignan) '8 and Michael McKnight, 
A1n hcr t , N H , daughter, A ly MacKenzie, 
5/10/93 
Donna (Perry) '86 and David Chave , Taunton, 
daugh ter, Ash leigh Ro e, 8/13/90 and ·on, 
Bryan Dav1J, 3/28/92 
Kathleen ( hu ter) ' 6 and Timothy Rumford, 
McLean, VA, daugh ter, Kav la Ro e, 1/21/93 
u an (Hague) ' 6 and Allan Kin ley, Warren 
Air Force Ba c, W Y, on,J ustin Taylor, 5/10/93 
Courtney ' 4 and ~1eg White, ~1tlford, CT , 
daughter, En ca Lynn, 1/4/93 
Linda ( ewman) ' 4 and G len Bauer, North 
A ttlehoro, on, Rc1ymond Jo·eph. 3/23/93 
Kerry (Grattan) '85 and James Ciapciak '85, 
W alpole, twins, Patrick Thoma and Ca~ey 
Elizabeth, 7/30/93 
Deborah (Inger oll) '84 and William Whelan, 
Pelham, H, daughter, Ka) la Jean, 6/30/93 
Richard '83 and Lori (Ander on) '85 Frank, 
tough ton , daughter, En1il) Anne, 4/11/93 
tephen '83 and MichelleO'Brien, We ·t Roxbury, 
ons, Cole1nan Dru1n iney, 5/18/93 and Brendan 
Tierney, 3/13/90, and daugh te r, Bridge t 
Finnegan , 2/6/92 
Joan (Devaney) '83 and Mickey Spillane, 
Bronxville, Y, daughter , Caroline, 1/ 19/93 
and Kerry, 9/29/88, and on, Michael, 9/14/90 
Kristine (Carrier) '82 and David Cleary, 
Mar hfield, on , Kevin David, 5/ 19/93, daugh-­
ter, Kaitlin, 11/28/89 
Kevin '82 and Elizabeth (Mullaney) Page '82, 
Braintree, on, Brian Jame , 1/3/93 
Elizabeth (Saab) '82 and Scott Lerner, Hopedale, 
son, Troy Matthew, 4/ 16/93 
Wendy (Hodgkins) '82 and ] in1 Lister, Madison, 
WI, daughter, Kendall McKay, 4/30/93 
Linda (Harrison) '81 and Kevin O'Brien, South 
Dartmouth, da ughter, Megan Elizabeth, 
6/11/93 
Erin (Maloney) '81 and C ra ig Gardner, 
W aterboro, ME, daughters, Meriel Maloney, 
4/3/93 and Brenna Ann, 3/13/91 
Jill (Murphy) '87 and Brian Waldron, Water-­
bury, CT, son, Collin Murphy, 9/25/93 
Susan (Koury) '79 and Austin Smith, Medford, 
son, Austin Koury, 7 /14/93 
Katherine (Blair) '79andJohnSantos, Falmouth , 
daughter, Lauren Rose, 7 /2 7 /93 
Beth (McCarthy) '84 and Douglas Murphy, 
Walpole, son , Kevin Michael, 3/3/93 
Betsy and Dr. William Harris '78, South Wey-­
mouth, son, John Robert, 7 /7 /93 
30 
Debra Ann (Johnson) '89 and Bernard Zanoni, 
Ramrod Key, FL, daughter, Elizabeth Katelyn, 
4/10/93 
Heather (Thornton) '90 and Thomas Watson, 
Northfield, CT, daughter, Victoria Lauren, 
5/17/93 
Christopher '89 and Lisa Dutra, Rockland, son, 
Gary N icholas, 7/19/93 
Carol (Ryan) '87 and Simon Thomas, Norwood, 
son , Michael Christopher, 6/13/93 
Laura (Roy) '87 and Steven Derderian, Millville, 
son , Steven Greg, 5/10/93 
Martha (Robert) '87 andJosephLellman, Groton, 
CT , daughter, Charlotte Gertrude, 8/3/93 
Terri (Murphy) '85 and Bill Duffy, East Walpole, 
daughter, Colleen Mary, 4/20/93 
Kim (Reeves) '85 and Matt Rowles, Mashpee, 
daughter, Caitlin, 7/2/93 
Mary (Jacobs) '85 and Andrew Hyman, 
Algonquin, IL, daughters, Courtney Megan, 
6/8/93 and Stephanie Elizabeth, 7 /19 /90 
Joseph '85 and Tresa (Rolando) Salters '85, 
North A ttleboro, son, Matthew Joseph, 6/7 /92 
Patty (Foster) '85 andJohnParrella '85,Franklin, 
daughter, Amanda Marie, 5/5/93 
Thomas '77 and Mary (Gaudiano) Madigan '77, 
Wyckoff, NJ, son, Patrick Rogers, 5/28/93 
Susan (Rzewuski) '76 and Rick Washburn, T or, 
ranee, CA, daughter, Julia Michelle, 6/11/93 
Linda (Maloney) '79 and Robert Magni, 
Ridgefield, CT, daugh ter, Shannon Claire, 
5/7/93 
Maryjean (Coste) '84 and Russell Hunt '85, 
Millis, twins, Travis Andrew andTaylor Marisa, 
7 /26/93 
Peggy (Growney) '78 and Stuart Levison, Roch, 
ester, NY, daughter, Emma Smith, 12/6/92 
Carol (Casey) '86 and Joseph Cahill, T roy, NY, 
son , Matthew Joseph, 8/27/93 
Stacy (Hebda) '83 and Peter Boari, Attleboro, 
son , Adam John, 5/28/93. 
Mary Lou (Hutchinson) '80 and W illiam 
Sullivan, Canton, son , Brennan Michael, 
10/28/93 
Joan (McLaughlin) '84 and David Burke, 
Marshfield, son, Patrick James, 10/29/93 
Steve '80 and Nancy Mara, Stamford, CT, twin 
daughters, Kelsey Curran and Brigid Anne, 
10/20/93 
Daniel '86 and Audrey (Silveira) Hurley '87, 
Mansfield, son, Thomas Joseph, 1/24/93 
Joan Marie (Messuri) '83 and Matt Monahan 
'83, Somerville, NJ, sons, Philip Alexander, 
7/19/93, and Matthew Alexander Jr., 5/14/91, 
and daughter, Alexa Marie, 8/21/88 
Linda (Gerstmayr) '82 and Michael Jarvis, 
Hopkinton , son , Christopher Scott, 5/6/93 
Michael '83 and Therese Gold, Greenlawn, NY, 
son, Dillon John, 3/11/93 
Debra (DiGiovanni) '81 and Guy DiNuccio, 
Billerica, daughters, Geena Lauren, I0/29/93 
and Jennifer Ashley, 5/2/90, and son James 
Guy, 5/22/91 
Maureen (Landrigan) '84 and Kevin Coughlan, 
Chelmsford, son, Matthew Kevin, 11/18/93, 
and daughter, Meghan Lindsay, 9/25/91 
Sue (Barry) '82 and Ken Waddicor, Swansea, 
son, William Edward, 8/31/93 
Kelly (Collins) '82 and Brian Grip '82, Pem, 
broke, NH , daughter, T aylor Elizabeth, 8/1/93 
Ann (Cosgrove) '83 and Craig Binney '83, 
South Easton, son, Luke Joseph, 7/31/93 
In Memoriam 
Eric N. Bamberg '82, North Easton, MA, 
11/16/93 
If your name is misspelled or your address is 
incorrect on the 1nailing label, we apologize. 
You can help us remedy this problem by send, 
ing any corrections to the Office of Alumni 
Affairs, Stonehill College, 3 20 Washington 
Street, North Easton , MA 023 57. 
Mark L. McConville '85, Mashpee, MA, 
8/13/93 
Elizabeth A.(Rositer) Long '56, W. Brookfield, 
MA, 7/22/93 
Please tell us what you think about this issue. 
It's always nice to receive mail from our read, 
ers, and we welcome letters of any opinion. 
Please let us know if you enjoyed this issue of 
the Stonehill Alumni Magazine, or if you have 
ideas and suggestions for future issues. W e will 
only publish letters that include a full name 
and address. We reserve the righ t to edit all 
correspondence. 
George Waldron '60, Harwich, MA, 12/22/93 
Stephen Fitzgerald '80, Middleboro, MA, 
12/17/93 
Lost Alumni of the Reunion '94 Classes 
Class of 1954 Robert Such Class of 1979 
Henry Amaral Maurice Taylor Daniel Barker 
Henry Donaghy Kathleen Timmins Peter Cain 
George St. Denis Candace Wagner Patrick Carney 
Thomas Walsh Pauline (Worth) Paul Costello 
Van Bracklin Ann Hojnowski 
Class of 1959 Eleanor (Bedard) Costa William Klein 
James Boyle Gregory White Richard Lutz 
Alfred Capozzi Paul Lyons 
Frederick Floyd Class of 1974 Bernadette McKean 
John Gallivan William Bannister Diana Palmer 
Richard Grace Charles Cametti Robert Perry 
Robert Owens Susan Chomka Kathleen Quinn--Kortis 
Michael Valente Mary Syczesny Patrick Roache 
Ronald Vieira Peter Hayes Julia Shankar 
David Healy Robin (Silva) Caravas 
Class of 1964 Kevin Hunt Leslie Sullivan 
Annette (Durand) Parker Helen Mahoney Steven Thrasher 
Robert Kearns Mary Oftring Laurie Tisch 
John Kelley James Owens 
Jeffrey Larson Thomas Pattolia Class of 1984 
Joan McGarry David Pike Mary (Barrett) McEntyre 
Ann Tallent Kathleen Reilly Campion Daniel Dwyer 
Javad (Parvin Jean Straupenieks Kathy Hay 
Alemazkoor) Shokrollahi Patrick Thomas Regina Maher 
John Sparks Joan Walker Maureen Martin 
Margaret Griffin Gustantus Grigas Shema Mistry 
Thomas Kelly Jean O'Melia 
Class of 1969 Grace (Liu) Lee Nancy Price 
Frances Batinich John Heisl Robert Sullivan 
Joan Caduto 
Frank Cellini Class of 1989 
Frederic Fiola William Buckley 
Genevieve Glebaukas Carolyn Francis . 
Roseanne (Lamoureaux) Ruth Glasser ,.. 







Reunion Weekend 1994 
ATTENTION: 
Classes of 1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974, 1979, 1984 and 1989 
Mark your calendars now! 
Reunion Weekend will take place 
June 3 to 5, 1994 on catnpus. 
Make plans now to join your classmates for this very special weekend. 
Watch your mail for registration details1 
Alutnni Calendar of Events 
March 
5 Stonehill Supports a Party to Benefit May 
the Homeless at Claddagh Restaurant, Boston 3 Job Fair for Experienced Alumni 
16 Seminar with Anthony Lucas, author of 15 Stonehill Commencement 
Common Ground, Martin Institute 14 Alumni "Night at the Pops," Symphony Hall, Boston 
26 Alumni Council Meeting 
27 Radio City Music Hall in Boston June 
2 President's Dinner 
3,4,5 Reunion Weekend '94 
April 
4 Alumni College, on campus 
10, 11, 12 Irish Festival 
9 Senior Class/Local Alumni Community Service Day 11 Alumni Day at Fenway Park 
20,21,22 Massachusetts Educational Recruiting Consortium Red Sox vs. Baltimore Orioles 
24 Shear Madness, Boston TBA Long Island Alumni Mass and Brunch 
29 Senior Class Introduction to the Alumni Association 
30 Athletic Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony This is a partial schedule of alumni activities. Please call the 
TBA Alumni Boston Business Breakfast Alumni Office at (508) 230--1343 if you have any questions. 
The Alumni Office 
has secured 100 tickets for 
The Great 
Radio City Music Hall Spectacular 
starring 
The Rockettes 
During its limited engagement 
fn Boston 
Sunday, March 27, 1994 
Wang Center - Orchestra seats 
2:00 p.m. matinee 
Discount ticket price $36.00 
To obtain tickets 
please send a check made payable 
to Stonehill College 
with your request to: 
Alumni Office 
Stonehill College 
320 Washington Street 
North Easton, MA 02357 







Sunday, April 24, 1994 at 2:00 p.m. 
Discount ticket price $16.00 
SIIEAR 
MADNESS 
You are invited to attend the 
20th Annual MERC 
(Massachusetts Educational 
Recruiting Consortium) 
April 20, 21, and 22, 1994 
at the 
Boston Park Plaza Hotel and Towers 
Candidates seeking positions in educa-­
tion are encouraged to participate. A ten 
dollar fee will be collected at registration. 
For details and a registration packet, 
please call the Office of Career Services 
at (508) 230--1325. 
Business Internship Program Needs Your Help 
The Business Internship Program con-­
tinues to be successful. Currently there are 
3 7 interns serving in a wide range ofassign-­
ments in the fields ofadvertising, commer-­
cial banking, corporate and public 
accounting, human resource management, 
internal auditing, investments, marketing 
and sales. Due ta increasing student inter--
est in the international area, we need 
alumni help in identifying potential sites 
inthe BostonandSouthShore areas where 
students could receive valuable exposure 
to international business activities. If you 
have some ideas, please call either Profes-­
sor William Burke or Professor Debra 







''The Stonehill Collection'' 
Now available directly through the Office of Alumni Affairs . Children's sizes available. 
''"""""""',if
GAL003 
GAL00l 95% Cotton Crew Neck Super Heavyweight 
100% Cotton Extra Heavyweight Pre-Shrunk T­ Crossgrain Sweatshirt With Side Gussets. Long 
Shirt w/Graded Collar, Taped Neck, Full Cut. Set-InSleeves With RibbedBottom. Available in 
GAL004White or Purple. Adult Sizes M-L-XL, Youth Ash & Hunter Green. 
95% Cotton Hooded Super HeavyweightSizesS-M-L. Adult$9.95-GAL002 Youth$7.75 Sizes M-L-XL. $31.95 
Crossgrain Sweatshirt With Side Gussets, LongEach. 
Set-In Sleeves, Ribbed BottomAnd Front Pouch. GAL005 
Colors: Ash & Hunter Green. Sizes M-L-XL. Youth Crew Neck Sweatshirt, 50% Cotton 50% 
$43.95 Each. Polyester With Long Raglan Sleeves And Ribbed 
Bottom. Available in Ash & Purple. Sizes S(6-8), 
GAL006 M(l0-12) or L(14-16). $12.50 Each.( Youth 50% Cotton 50% Polyester Hooded 
I Sweatshirt. Fully Ribbed And Coverseamed With 
Front MuffPocket And Set-In Sleeves. Available 
in Grey Heather M(l0-12) or L(14-16) at $19.25 
Each. 
., 
' ---- - - ---1·:: 
GAL008 -----.~~!11111!1!111111~1!!!1!'!!!!•••,.. -.·• •,, O::•. .❖:,.~~:-::: "':$f.,*~..c,.x.,tw..,..,..·.L.oit&: . .,_..,;•.-~-~-:• -- ....,,,..,....:,:· -
Unisex Cotton Lined Solid Packable Pullover. 







Deep PocketsAndEasy Adjustable SpringToggles. 
100% Preshrunk Heavyweight Combed CottonColors: Red, Navy, Forest Green, Black & White. 
GAL007 Golf Shirt. Two Woodtone Buttons With SoftSizes M-L-XL. $39.75 Each. RETAILS FOR $75. 
100% Poplin Cap with Adjustable One Size Fits Fashion Knit Collar and Banded Sleeves. Colors 
All Plastic Tab. White or Purple. $5.50 Each. White or Purple. Sizes M-L-XL. $19.95 Each. 
STONEHILL ALUMNI ORDER FORM 
NAME: ___ ______________________________________ 
ADDRESS: ____________CITY/STATE ______ _________ ___ZIP ____ 







STYLE # QUANTITY TOTAL Color Size 
GAL001 T-Shirt $ 9.95 ea. X ___ = $ __ Shipping & Handling 
GAL002 T-Shirt $ 7.75 ea. X _ _ _ = $ __ Charges 
$ _ _GAL003 Sweatshirt $31.95 ea. X _ __ = 
0-$20 Add $4.00$ __GAL004 Sweatshirt $43.95 ea. X _ __ = 
$21-$50 Add $5.00
GAL005 Sweatshirt $12.50 ea. X ___ = $ __ 
$51-$70 Add $6.00
GAL006 Sweatshirt $19.25 ea. X _ __ = $ __ 
$71-$100 Add $8.00
GAL007 Cap $ 5.50 ea. X ___ = $ __ 
$101+ Add$10.00$ __GAL008 Pullover $39.75 ea. X ___ = 
$ _ _GAL009 Golf Shirt $19.95 ea. X ___ = 
$ __SUB-TOTAL 
Shipping and Handling (See chart) $ _ _ 
$ __TOTAL 
Make Checks Payable to 
Stonehill College, 
Send Check W ith This Coupon 
To: 
Office of Alumni Affairs 
Stonehill College 
320 Washington Street 
North Easton, MA 02357 
Prices in Effect Until 5/31/94 
Allow 3--5 Weeks for Delivery 
..._ 
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